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CELEBRATE THE FOURTH OF JULY AT CLOVIS THIS YEAR!!!
Protect Your Auto
with a St Paul Policy

"No Chain is Stronger

u

Old, Strong and Reliable.
Losses Adjusted Promptly

BAKER Bros. Agency.
VOL. 8.

NO.

Than Ita Weakest Link"
Our abtrarta ixiint out all ra liiik

Ihua nabltna
chain of title.

ftSCLOVIS WILL CELEBRATE
THE GLORIOUS FOURTH
It has been definitely decided tent shows, ferris wheel, carry-

two brass bands and other
attractions, which go to make up
a first clasi carnival company.
The Clovis band will be out in
uniform playing the national
airs to again revive that patriotism with which every true
American is imbued.
Two committees were appointed at the Chamber of Commerce
Meeting. Tussday night, as folAdvertising; Bert
lows:
A. E. Currenand Jack Hull.
Finance; W. L. Mansfield, A. L.
Gurley. B J. Catt.
Since Clovis has not had a 4th
of July celebration in 3 or 4
years, she is going to make up
for lost time on this occasion.
Si perfect your arrangemints
to b here, for if you do not attend this celebration we will all
be dis ippointed.
all,
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Topeka Takes Two Games
best aggregation

Th

of ball

twiriers that have ever tackled
the local nine this season were
from Topeka, who played
here Sunday and Monday. They
came here direct from Topeka
and returned direct, playing no
Their object
games en rout'.
being to deliberately clean up on
the Clovis team which they well
succeeded in doing. That our
home (earn was out classed was
n fact now generally conceded,
but had it not been for unfair
decisions of the Umpire in the
necond game, the score might
have been different. During the
that inning the visitors succeeded in running in six scores and
inning
with one in fie
gave them a lead of 7 to a "goo3e
egg." After the 3rd inning,
Sebastian held them down to 5
runs while the local team made
;hos-.- '

0

Sunday's game resulted in a
1 to
t f
and Monday's

score

(

both in favor of
the visitors. A large crowd
witnessed bo h games.

gam

?

12 to

(5,
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German Free Masons Sever Protracted Meeting
With French and Italians
at the Dunkard Church
Bro. J. H. Morrid, District
Berlin, via London, May 29.
The German Grand Lodge of Evangelist for the District of

$1.00 PER YEAR

CLOVIS WILL PROBABLY
SECURE A FIBRE FACTORY

Oklahoma and New Mexico, will
begin a series of meetings at
A. H, Raymond, who reprethe Church of the Brethren
Heavy Rains
sents a Chicago company who
(Dunkard) church on Tuesday
Heavy rains fell all over Curry own and operate several fibre
night the 8th of June. All are
County Sunday, with the excep- plants in the country, one of
invited to attend and enjoy the
tion of in a few isolated spots, which was recently installed in
meetings with us.
Clovis was one of the spots, Tucumcari, was in the city Tuesand
A. J. Rodes.
which failed to received its share day at the invitation of the
of this much needed moisture. Chamber of Commerce and
Revival Meetings
From three miles north of town spoke on the prospects of the
Evangelists, J. A. Henry and to the "breaks", a distance of 40 company locating a plant here,
hia singer Edward Bloomer, re- miles, a heavy rain fell soaking at the Chamber meeting Friday
cently of Amarillo, are holding the wheat fields, assuring one night. A large crowd of busia series of revival meetings in of the best crops of this cereal ness men and farmers attended
the Armory on South Main in the history of our country. the meeting and all seemed
Street. Rev. Henry was form A good rain also fell south and much interested and asked Mr.
erly a member of the Denver and east of here. Texico experienced Raymond many questions.
Chyenne police force, and was a good shower, Monday.
The factories which Mr. Raymond and his associates operate
converted while acting as such.
Their meetings wilj continue
A. L Await says that he ex- make fibre from the Yucca plant
indefinitely.
pects the Supreme Court to soon or "bear grass" plant and he
Curry County Inventor
render a decision in his case and exhibited at the meeting some
First Methodiat Church
Thomas F. Gallagher, of near
that he has every reason to be- of the fibre made in the TucumTexico. has invented a trap for
lieve that it will be in his favor. cari plant, which has just been
June 6th.
For
catching wild animals.
We are delighted with the He says that he was "jobbed" put into operation. This fibre
many years, humane societies progress our Sunday school is out of his office to please the is made into binders twine or
and animal keepers have hoped making. Now let us see how Governor and that when the rope and the short fibre is used
for the invention of a trap which large we can make the attend proper time comes he is going to for upholstering work such as is
will give satisfaction and which ance this Sunday.
Preaching make a county wide campaign used in automobile cushions.
will not injure or kill the animal at eleven o'clock by our presid- and explain to the people just He has a market at present
as is now often done with, the ing elder, Rev. S. E. Allison. how the trap was set and he for all the fibre thit he can
steel trap. Mr. Gallagher has At three p. m. Brother Allison was made the "goat." He is make and keeps his plants runsolved the problem with his in- will hold our third quarterly enthusiastic in the belief that he ning day and night. The capacity of the Tucumcari plant at
vention, which works in all kinds conference. We join the other will be
present is 72,000 lbs every two
injure
not
will
of weather and
churches in a union service at 9
The Magic City Furniture weeks but it can be made to run
the animal trapped in the slight- p. m. We give a cordial invitais having a new front a maximum of 165,000 pounds.
est manner.
It will likewise tion to all to attend our services. Company
put in their building in the Out of every 100 lbs of bear
prove valuable to those who de
J. H. Messer, Pastor.
furniture department. The re- grass they tecure about 40 per
sire to secure uninjured animals
cess doors will be taken out and cent of fibre, the balance being
anpurposes.
An
for exhibition
Christian
Church
it will be made one solid front waste. The waste makes first
imal trapped by the cruel steel
which will enable them to better class paper but as there are no
Sunmorning
At
service
the
trap sometimes suffers for days
display
their larger pieces of paper mills in the southwest, it
day,
6th,
the
church
June
the
and weeks before the trapper
furniture.
It will have a marble would not pay to ship it east.
building
will
commitselect
its
comes arid death relieves its
base. The entrance will be on He says that the raising of bear
Every
urged
is
to
tee.
member
sufferings. This new invention
the north side in front of the grass for market is profitable
will catch all kinds and sizes of be present and have a part in
old
stair way. R. L. Pryor is and that he paid one man at
evening
animals and has been thoroughly this selection. At the
doing
the work.
will
in
join
union
we
the
hour
Tolar $2900.00 in eighteen
tried out and found to fill a long
I.
O.
F.
service
for
0.
the
at
months
for grass that he himfelt want.
H. B. Danville, representing
the Lyceum.
self
cut.
It amounted to 25
the Southern Carnival Company
C. W. Lambert, Minister.
pays
He
cars.
$8.00 per ton for
was in the city Monday and
W. O. W. Unveiling
grass
cured
the
in bales.
signed up a contract with the
The Woodmen Ceremonies of
they
locate
If
a plant here
Episcopal
Clovis
Church
Chamber of Commerce to
the unveiling of the Woodmen
they expect to market 500 cars
bring
shows
his
for
the
4th
here
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m.
Monuments in the Clovis and
a year. They employ over 100
Blacktower cemeteries will take Historical subject in Bible class: of July week celebration. Unthe Clovis men in the Tucumcari factory
place next Sunday afternoon, "The Reformation Era." Ow- der the contract,
Commerce will and their pay to the employes
June 6th. The Woodmen of the ing to the absence of the pastor, Chamber of
10
per
receive
cent of the last Saturday night for nine
World and the Woodmen Circle no other services on this Sunwill be ex- days was $1045.00. Their scale
receipts,
which
will meet at the Elk's Hall at day.
of wages to employes runs from
pended in entertaining
10:30 a. m. and march in a body
$1.25 to 3.00 per day. They
people on the 4th.
to the Baptist Church where a'l Woman's Club Meets
have paid out to wagons which
sermon will be delivered especiSheriff D. L. Moye left for brought in the grass as much
Mra. Nooner
With
as
ally to the Woodmen by Rev. M.
Dallas, Tuesday for the purpose $400.00 in a single day
beand
enClovis
Club
Woman's
The
Reece, the pastor.
At 1 o'clock
of taking into custody a man by sides this amount shipped
in
they will again meet and pro- joyed the hospitality of Mrs. Ida the name of Mahan,
who is many
cars from other places.
Tuesday.
subject
Nooner,
The
ceed to the cemetery, where the
accused of raising checks, and
If they locate a plant here,
unveiling of the monuments will for the afternoon was Home who was Indicted on that charge
Mr. Raymond said that it would
program
Economics.
A
short
by the last Grand Jury.
occur with appropriate cerebe much larger than the one at
Refreshmonies and special music. The was also rendered.
Mahan was arrested by the Tucumcari as this is
a better
"were
Club
The
ments
served.
Clovis band has been engaged
Dallas authori ties on request of field for operations and
as to the
Mrs.
will
15th
with
meet
June
for the occasion. SimultaneousSheriff Moye.
two towns, he said there was no
ly the Woodmen of the World Pattison.
Mrs. A. J. Osborne has again comparison. It is .much easier
unveiling will be held in Texico.
displayed her magnitude of to get employes here in a larger
Another Ball Team
character which has always en place he said, and that has been
W. W. Harvey Sella Grocery
A new base ball team has made deared her to the public.
This one of the chief obstacles in
W. W. Harvey has sold his in- its appearance on the local dia- time she has adopted two little operating at Tucumcari,
terest in the Harvey & Morris monds. This is the team organ- orphan
from a n
children
He thinks this would be"' a
Grocery to his partner, J. B. ized bj R. 0. Robinson,
the Orphan's home in St Louis; splendid location for a small
"Jack" Morris, the latter taking local agent for
a pretty little girl of ten years binder twine factory as New
entire management on the first motorcyc les, with the assistance and her little brother.
Mexico alone last year shipped
of the month. Mr. Harvey has of some of the local fans. The
45 cars of twine at 24,000 lbs
in
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Erickson
not announced yet just what he tea.n is starting out well, having
to
the car.
expects to do, but he will re- won practically all of its games and Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Land,
company with Mr. Dennis
In
main in Clovis for the timo be- so far. Last Sunday afternoon of Ft Sumner, came up in their he was west and south in
the
Saturday
evening and re
ing. Everybody in the country while the Clovis team was losing car
bear grass district Wednesday,
Monday.
Mr.
turned
home
n
knows Jack Morris and his wide to the Topeka boys, the
going as far west as Melrose.
team beat the Texico Land is president of the First He has wired .'a favorable report
acquaintance and popularity has
been largely instrumental in team 20 to 6. The features of National Bank. Mr. Erickson is to his partners in Chicago
and
building up a big business for this game were the home runs the leading merchant of the will have a proposition of some
City.
Valley
prosperous
Pecos
the firm. They haadle only the by Johnson and Burgin. Alkind to submit to the people of
Prof. W. E. Carroon and Clovis by next Wednesday. He
best brands of canned foods and though a severe Bhower of hail
Maud
always have everything that the and rain overtook the boys on Misses Neva Odom.
left Thursday morning.
market affords in fruits, vege- their return trip, they all say Evans and Fannie Howell left
for Silver City to attend the
tables and country produce. they enjoyed it fine.
Shipley Brothers Cattle ComNormal, in which Prof.
summer
be
The concern will hereafter
known aa the Morris Grocery
Prof. Bieler, of Portales, was Carroon has been employed as pany aold a bunch of beef stuff
to the Central Market this week.
one of the teachers.
Company.
a Clovis visitor, Tuesday.
Free Masons today adopted the
following declaration:
"In view of the attitude of the
Italian Free Masons, who inspired by French sympathisers,
took part in the political struggle
leading to the war and thereby
violated the cardinal principle of
Free Masonary expressly forbidding such methods, the German
Grand Lodge hereby severs all
former relations with Italian and
French Free Masonary.
"Toward Free Masons i n
other hostile lands the Grand
Lodge
the decision
adopted at an esrlier date that
all relations of various grand
lodges be suspended from the
outbreak of hostilities."
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Clovia Title & Abstract Co.
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to hold a 4th of July celebration
in Clovis this year. Arra'iKe-mentare now being perfected
by committees of citizens working through the Chamber ;'
Commerce- - to entertain the visitors on this the greatest of
celebration dates.
America's
We have a double reason to celebrate this year, for while t
of the world is engaged in a
cruel war, your "Uncle Sam" is
enjoying peace, prosperity and
happiness. And Curry County
in particular, is enjoying one of
the most prosperous years in its
history. We are all extremely
thankful that this state of affairs
exist and deem it right and
proper to celebrate our national
independence in a manner truly
befitting the glorious occasion.
Clovis takes this opportunity
through her Chamber of Commerce and citizen committees of
inviting you to be her guests,
and promises that no pains will'
be spared to make your stay both
pleasant and profitable. Whilu.
you will be given every liberty
consistent with good government, we will countenance rio
rowdyism on thu part of anyone.
The keys of the city will be
turned over to you by the Mayor
on thisdate, but our motto will
bej'a safe and sane celebra' ion. ' '
will entertain you tree with
a program consisting of good
muaic,
clean athletic sports,
bands, speaking, ball game b
tween Clovi i and Siat i.i. h rs
show, auto race, greased plo
climbing, sack race, burro racv
and amusements of all sorts.
The Southern Carnival Company will be here beginning July
4th for a week. This is one of
largest and best shows of the
kind in existence, and are com
ing here at the request of the
Clovis Chamber of Commerce
especially for the 4th of July
celebration. They have ten big
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PRESIDENT WOODROW WILSON
who is dissatisfied with the German reply to his note regarding
the Lusitania affair and who will again demand in no uncertain
language that the rights of neutrals be respected. He has also
issued a note to the warring mexican chieftans that his "watchful
waiting" policy has ceased and that they must restore order in
Mexico or he will adopt measures to restore it for them.
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The heavy mows In the Carpathian! have made fight Ing thorp between the Huustun and the Austrian! one of
of the great war. In places the eoldlera have waded through mow thigh deep The photograph shows
an Austrian transport train going through one of the passes where wagons cannot be used.
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WOOS OVER BORDER EP
Barbed Wire Hinders Course
True Love.
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Dutch Suitor Parted by Frontier Fence
From 8weethtart on Next Farm
Has Lively Experience Get-

ting Past Sentries.
J

I

-

By W. J. L. KIEHU
(Correspondent of ths Chicago News.)

j

m
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Pueblo Indiana are never en- iirei iree rum a rei'Kiuus
idea. Some are so deeply religious that they are Jealous
ly guarded from all profane eyes and
re held at night In underground
lodges.
The war captain's men keep
watch at every road so that no outsider can glimpse the masked dancers
Impersonating gods. Even in the underground lodges the faces of the uninitiated children are covered while
.the dance Is Id progress so that they
may hear but not see. This secretlve-nes- s
Is most developed In the villages along the rtlo Grande. In Sew
Mexico, where the native religion has
fncountered the opposition of the
Catholic church for nearly four hundred years. Other dances are held
In the plaza of the village, and here
visitors are usually tolerated while
on the annual feast day of each
I'ueDio tney are welcomed to a more
or lew innocuous entertainment
The characteristic dances of the
Pueblo Indians are strikingly dlffsr
ent from those wild gyrations that
we associate with the nomadic and
warlike Plains Indians. There are, to
be sure, a number of such dances-Ene- my
dances they are called that
have been taken bodily from this or
that wild tribe and are known by
the tribe's name, such as the Cheyenne
dance, the Pawnee dance, the Navajo
dance.
These foreign dancea are
mostly concerned with war and are
not regarded as having any Important
religious character.
Yet It Is significant that title to use them was obtained by purchase or trade before the
dances were Included In the village
repertory.
Of course
the foreign
songs had to be learned by rote and
i.ieclal set of costumes made In keeping with the place of origin.
In one of the Introduced dances that
is popular U Taos a woman's dance
and therefore net gymnastic there is
. rst, In the
enter, a chorus of men.
Some of these sit around a large drum
which they beat In unison, while others kneel and mark time by scraping
notched sticks that rest on a log for a
Bounding board. Around them In a
rircle. or
are dancing girls.
These are not In their everyday
Pueblo attire of woven blanket dress
with colored belt and whitened deer-Pkiboots but In the fringed deerskin
dress of their plains-bresisters, with
moccasins and leggings.
Scarcely
lifting their feet from the ground, as
they keep time to the song and the
throbbing rhythm of the drum and
the notched stick instruments, the
girls move slowly round the circle using their two hands in a graceful
motion. Outside the circle
of girls is a larger circle of men In
blankets, earh resting his right arm
across the shoulder of the man In front
and all moving In a direction opiioslte
to that taken by the girl dancers.
These men represent Pueblo Indian
visitors at the camp of the Plains
Indians. The girl dancers ar.d the Inner chorus of men are the hosts who
provide the entertainment.
While the steps In many Indian
dances are simple in the extreme,
there Is a Jelicate pulsing rhythm
that affects the whole body and makes
the dance almobt Impossible of Imitation for one of another race. Dances
In which both men and women appear are perhaps more common
1

--
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PUT END TO HIS SUFFERING
Trapper, Fatally Mangled by Bear,
Commits 8ulclde Leaves Pathetic Note.
The ik'h of a terrible and dramatic
tragedy of the hills was brought to
thia country hnu William Austin, a
prospector, reached Seattle, Wash.,
from

Valdez.

Alaska.

He

brought

with llm ficrup of paper upon which
King Thurruan. a widely knon trap- per and irospector, bud written a last

w
s-

-,

The Hague.

few

l

wyes'

zZ

message after he had been mangled

ture most terribly from his wounds.

s

--

well-know-

The ground was torn up for 20 feet
ended his sufferings with his re- with claws and boots, and a crushed
volver.
water pall under the body of the
Aus'lu and John Wilk, companion, trapper showed whut brought blm
found the body of Tliurman near his from his cabin unarmed. The note
cabin. The trapper had ended his life read:
by shooting himself In the temple. Ills
"Have been torn up by brown bear.
1 am
right side had been torn and chewed No show to get out. Good-byTiom hip to shoulder, and the note sane, but suffer terribly want death."
The Irregularity with which the last
which he left had been printed In
letters formed by bis own life blood few words of the not were printed
with his left band, laboriously and showed clearly that Thurman could
apparently
hen he was suffering tor-- j barely complete them.
by a bear's claws and before he bad

h

e

.ij the Eagle dance are examples c
mimic animal dances.
Headdress
and body coverings are made when
possible from the skins of the animals
In question or color is used where
skins cannot be worn.
At the secret dances held at night
in the underground lodges the danc
ers wear masks and Impersonate the
mythological beings. Most of these
have definite and
charac
teristics and are at once recognized
Although dances of this sort In the
Rio Grande region cannot be seen by
outsiders and must be studied from
Information and native drawings, still
similar ones are danced In the open
In the Hopl Villages of Arizona. The
dramatic instinct comes out strongly
In some of these secret dancea. This
Is particularly true of the ceremonies
preceding the arrival of the masked
dancers who represent mythological
beings.
These mythological beings
are supposed to live In the undei
world and to come up through lakes
and springs when they visit the up
per world. The Chiffoneti or clowns
are the Intermediaries between mortals and these gods.
The caciques determine when a
masked dance Is to be held and they
The latter are
select the dancers.
locked up for four days and purified
At the ap
by fasting and ablution.
nolnted time all the villagers go to
the underground lodge and seat them
selves In readiness for the performance. Soon two clowns appear at the
hatchway In 'he room and come down
the ladder. They make merry with
the spectators Then one says to the
other. "My brother, from what laRe
shall we get our maBked dancers to
night?" "Oh. I dont know. Lets try
Dawn Canyon lake Maybe some Cloud
npnnle are stopping there." Then one
clown takes some ashes from the fire
place and blows It out In front of Mm.
"look brother." he says, "do you see
any Cloud people?" They peered across
Yes
the ash cloud and one says.
here they come now. They are walk
Ing on the cloud. Now they atop at
rnttnnwood
I.af lake." Then the
other clown blows ashes and the quesThus the Cloud
tions are repeated.
people are drawn nearer and nearer
The
until they enter the village.
clowns become more ana more ex
cited and finally cry: "Here they are
now!" and the masked dancers stamp
on the roof and throw game, fruit and
the
cakes down the hatchway. W-emaakeu dancers enter, the children
are covered but the older people
drink in the divine presence with the
palm of their hands as one scoops up
These masked
and drinks water.
dancers may not talk although they
make peculiar sounds. Their wishes
are told in pantomime.

e

especially
frontier,
when the sweethearts reside on opposite sldea of the barbed-wirfence.
Pete ia a Netherlander, Mieke la
Belgian; his farm stands securely on
Dutch soil, hers precariously In "Little Germany" (as the Germans call
Belgium). At first the lovers had not
noticed much of the war, which has
left their district almost untouched;
then a strong wire fence was put up
and German detachments of cavalry
continually patrolled the Belgian aide,
while sentries were placed at Inter
vals with loaded rifles and fixed bay
onets.
Now It was no longer possible to
WEO ONLY FOR LOVE
hold sweet converse at eventide after
the farm work was done. All that re
mained was to walk, he on one side
of the wire, she on the other, and cast
loving glances at each other, for the
Germane would allow no talk across
the border.
At last the swain spoke of bis sad
plight to an acquaintance who for a
consideration made It his business to
conduct Belgian refugees Into Holland. Would Louis (that was the acquaintance's name) take him across
on Saturday night so that he could
pass the whole Sunday with his Mleke?
And Louis promised to do so on the
very next Saturday, when he was due
on the other aide to meet fugitives at
a certain prearranged place to take
them safely Into Holland.
That Saturday evening was damp
and misty.
"Just the right sort of
weather for us," Louis enthusiastically
put it, but his companion could not
quite agree with him, aa he waded
through marshes to the dike beyond
which stretched the wire fence. He
was wearing bis Sunday best and the
eeplng mud did not Improve the appearance of his nether garments. But
Louis assured him this marshy land
was Just the bafest spot to get across.
As they approached the dike Louis
cautioned Pete not to whisper or even
Cautiously
they
breathe loudly.
crawled up the dike, reached the top
and raised their heads for a hasty
Deau Virginia C. Glldersleeve of Bar
glance around, but at once dropped nard college declares that there are
luckthem again. For there though
fewer divorces among college women
ily with his back toward tbem stood than among any other class, because
a sentinel.
the college graduate ia apt to marry
Down the dike slid the adventurers purely for love and not for an occuas noiselessly as they had come. pation or a home. Motherhood, she
Louis assured blm that a few hundred declares, Is really a profession, and a
yards farther along ho knew of an- good cook may be a better one for a
other safe place. This time they were knowledge of Greek. The greatest
more fortunate, and, like rabbits, tbey value of a college education for girls,
burrowed under and through the wire says Dean Glldersleeve, Ilea In Just
and stood on Belgian, or perhaps we this: that it gives them a better balance, a more rounded outlook and a
should say German, ground.
"Now Just a few hundred yards of truer appreciation of life's valuea. The
marsh and then we get Into a good picture Is from a specially posed phohard road," Louis exclaimed, and they tograph of Dean Glldersleeve.
deemed their troubles over. Then they
beard the tramp of feet along the
good hard road and distinguished the EPITAPH ON STEPPING STONE
form of a German patrol. The men
came straight up to the gate that led Found on Under 8ide of Slab Just
Turned Over for First Tim
Into the marshy meadow where the
In 60 Years.
frontier runners had hurriedly dropped
to the earth. "They're only resting,"
aid Louis.
Columbia, Conn. Needing a flat
And so It i aa. The Germans clam- stone for repairs that he waa making,
bered on to the gate and sat there Edward Phillips pried up one which
talking for about a quarter of an for over fifty yeara had been used as
hour, thut teemed like a century to a stepping-stonnear tne farmhouse
the two cramped and bedraggled men. back door. To his surprise he saw on
Now, however, their troubles were the reverse side, In fairly plain lutters,
over. They came out Into the road the Inscription:
In memory of Kinlly, dnuuhtor of Mr.
and soon reached the small farm
anil Mrs. KiinU-- Hrnlih, who illod
where Louis waa to meet the refugees. Joseph
1BI4, aaea
April
milium and (MI
Pete felt somewhat better after a diiys.
slumtMiror in the pnare.
hearty supper and dry clothes bad Km,ful llinu.
irrAVe:
been provided for- him by the farm
Bhort was thy Ufa; furaolicn aoim ahull
lie,
er s sympaioeiio wire and she bad Km i'l'i Hi fw who. ilrnwniil in aorrtiw'a
promWnd 10 clean his Sunday attire
wave.
ail II
With pnlnful
reiiiiiiili.r
and have it ready (or Mm (o wear
III!-- .
next Jiornlng.
Nouody knows where the atone hud
Sunduy dawned One and sunny. been used or where It came from.
Somewhat stiff from his unwonted Mr. rhllllps' father bought the house
exercise, the strenuous suitor pro- over llfty years ago and tliu stone waa
ceeded to the farm where his Mleke at the back door then for a stepping
lived. Mleke, her mother and Pete stoncv It Is five feet long and nearly
war eatlug the meal whsn auddonly two feet wide.
Belgian-Dutc-

among Pueblo Indians than elsewhere'
in North America.
There is rarely
the slightest body contact between
nancers of different sexes and never
an embrace such as characterizes our
own
dmces of pleasure.
Pueblo dances proper are mostly
concerned with rain, fruitful harvests,
and abundant supplies of game. Much
of the prescribed regalia represents
clouds, falling water and blossoming
plants. The symbolism Is worked out
In feather headdresses,
embroidered
aprons, painted wands, etc.. and Is
magical or coercive In character Wild
animals are supposed to be pleased
by dances In which they are mimicked
and to allow themselves to be killed
In return. All the persons chosen for
important dances have to undergo
four days of preparation and purification during which they are Isolated
from their townsfolk. The religious
heads of the village, called "caciques,"
are masters of ceremonies and the
war captain and his men are watchers, warders and providers.
The public dances In the plaza are
more or less processional but the advance Is very slow and the trail of
footprints In the dust shows how the
dancers have Inched their way. There
are definite spots for stationary dancing and here
is used
to make new quadrtlle-llkformations.
A good example of this
sort
f
dance Is the
Tabllta dance
which takes its name from a painted
tablet representing clouds that Is
worn on the heads of the women. It
Is a spring and summer dance Connected with maize and Is designed to
bring rain for the growing crops. The
costume is especially devised for this
occasion and every detail of dress and
ornament has a speclul Import. Of
course, variations are to be noted
from one Pueblo to another. On the
great feast day of Santo Domingo In
August this dance Is celebrated and
several hundred persons take part in
It.
Resides the man and woman
dancers, who are divided Into two divisions according to the social grouping of the clans, there are Chiffoneti
or Deiignt-taKerin two orders and
a number of individuals painted to
represent special mythological be
ings.
The Chiffoneti are clowns
whose naked bodies are painted with
broad stripes of black and white and
whose hair is smeared with mud and
tied with corn husk. The ostensible
purpose of these clowns Is to make
merry and do what mischief they can
bu. in reality they ore the only per
sons who can conduct the gods of
rain and fruit fulness into the vil
lage and they thus occupy an Import
ant epoteric place in Pueblo religious
life
The lluffulo dance, the Deer dance
counter-marchin-

The course of true love

runs anything but smoothly on the

.

they heard the thud of horses' hoofs
and down the bend In the road they
saw a patrol of uhlans beading straight
for the house.
Mieke hastily pushed her gullunt
Into the stable, then rushed back to
remove the third plate and scat herself at the table as if nothing had
happened. Pete hurriedly crept Into a
meal bin and drew down the lid. He
must have been there for hours
when toward evening Mleke came Into
the stable.
"Where are you, Pete?" she whis
pered, and Pete crept out from his
hiding place as white as a miller.
Mleke stopped for a laugh, then told
him to get away back Into Holland
aa faat as possible, as the uhlans were
not all asleep and this might be bis
only chance, for the whole patrol bad
been billeted on the farm and would
be In- and out at all hours.
So the sweethearts bade each other
a hasty farewell and Pete hastened to
return by the aame arduoua way be
had come. Now be la once more do
ing his love making through a barbed
wire barrier.
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SENTRY

BUSY

Smugglers
and Fugitives
Gantlet on Holland

Run

Shot, but German Hesitate tt
Fire Over Line for Fear of Neutrality Violation Lacerated
, In Wire Maze.

Many

Hergenop Zoom, Holland.
Dutch
soldiers under arms stand at interval
along the
frontier near
here, keen observers of the movement
of the Germuns in devastated Belgium.
Ttio Dutchmen, themselves not at war.
live through ut least some of the excitement of actual fighting, for in the
stillness reigning over the peaceful
agricultural districts about here tbey
can hear from time to time the roar of
cannon from the direction of
Also they are often witnesses
of the chase by German troops of
young llulgiuns making a dash for the
frontier in an effort to get to Holland
and thence across the channel to Flanders to Join the Belgian army In
Plunders.
The Ciermau sentries Just over the
river sepurutlng the two countries
never ceuse their vigilant lookout for
these young fellows and have taken
many precautions to prevent their
crossing the line. Hushes baye been
cut down and obstacles In the way of
a clear view of the landscape huv
been removed, llarbed wire entanglements have been erected for many
yards.
Yet the young Ilelglan dare every
thing. They crawl beneath tbe wlro
in the night and with luck manage la
many cases to get through at the expense of torn clothing and flesh. Then,
however, there Is the open space be
fore the frontier to pass. This Is close
ly guarded
by German landsturm
troops, but the Belgians often try to
cover It in a desperate dash under the
Are of the sentries.
Many of tbem
succeed, for the Germans take good
care cot to Are in the direction of the
frontier, aa they would thus run the
risk of shooting the Dutch sentinels on
the other side of the line and In this
way committing a breach of neutrality.
Once within Dutch territory the Ilel
glan youths are free. A they are not
yet aoldiers, they cannot be Interned
and most of them make their way to
a port for shipment across the channel.
Tbe Dutch troops on other parts of
the frontier have to keep a aharp look
out for smugglers of contraband from
their own territory into Germany.
These smugglers, because of the rich
profits In case of success, are daring
and risky and do not hesitate to use
violence against their own countrymen.
Gasoline and horses are the most
profltiible to the smugglers. The former brings at least treble Ita former
price. Sound horses of any age fetch
extraordinary prices from the Ger
mans, anything up to $500 being paid
for draft horses.
All roaJs leading to the frontier are
closed to truffle. Directly on tbe border line at wide intervals stand single
sentries with their loaded rifles resting
beneath their arms. About 200 yards
farther back is a second line of senti
nels and behind these some distance
In the rear are pickets of a dosen men,
each with a noncommissioned officer.
The smugglers naturally keep to
In
aide patha or go across country.
case they should be seen by the pickets they are at once arrested and their
loads confiscated.
Often, however, at night they suc
ceed in passing through the gapa between the pickets. Then their prog
ress becomes more difficult and their.
presenco Is often illncovered by the
forward linns of aiitrlna, who fire If
the smugglers, as aniimtlmria happens,
make a dash lit reach the (lerman
lines.
Dutch-Ilelgia-

Mlsssd Chewing Tobacco.
Olllou, Okla- The fact that they
took his chewing tnhtci'o la made the
main basis of Jack Mnsnn's complaint
to l he county olllcors here In describing the men who held hltn up In ths
oil field, six uillns south of Ollton.
The iiin worn not Masked, but were
slrangera, and worked Quickly. Ma
son did not Imvn much to aay about
tha 7 fiO I hey rellnved hlra of, but as-serten that good "chewing" la
In- ury In tbe field.
-
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FAITH

THE

Faith, Time and Osteopathy

ONE PERSECUTED

M. D. )

Jciy I.

I Samuel if.

Is faith necessary on the part of the osteopathic patient?
Must he believe that he is going to be cured by this treatment in order for it to take place? If such was the case,
osteopathy would have made little headway in the therapeutic world.
The osteopathic physician has had to inspire faith by
s
his works.
of the pitients who have been
cured bv tha treatment are those who came merely to "try
I jteopathy", after other methods of treatment had been
tried in vain. Many of them state frankly that tney ao
not believe in ofteopathy, that they came because so:ne
friend or cured patient recommended it to them. In such
cases, there is often a "faint hope" that possibl v the treatment may accomplish the desired result.
It is a significant fact that moBt all osteopathic cures
have been accomplizhed without faith on the part of the
part of the patient, and in many instances in the face of
unbelief. Faith in osteopathy, therefore, is of little consequence. The only requisite along this line is to have faith
enough in the science or practioner to go regularly to a competent physician of this school until he has had time
enough to work out the problems involved. Patience and
perseverance are of more importance to this end than faith.
If the sickness is of long standing, and has many complications, it may rexuire several days even to make correct diagnosis. It is obvious that no physician can treat a patient
intelligently until he has first analyzed the trouble and determined the causative factors involved,
In osteopathy, we have a therapeutic science in which
"faith cometh by knowledge", as well as by works. It is
not difficult at the present time to locate an enthusiastic
advocate of Osteopathy because not only have thousands of
people been restored to health by this rational system of
treatment, but other thousands have become convertart
with its principles through reading treatise on this subject
in newspapers, popular magazines, and osteopathic journals.
Time is an essential element in each case. It may be
twenty-fou- r
hours as in some colds, grippe, and ather acute
ailments, or it may be a week or three weeks, as in pneumonia, typhoid and other fevers; or it may be a month to
three months or more as in chronic stomach and bowel
troubles, neurasthenia (nervousness), etc.
Some headacheB may be relieved in a few minutes, but
chronic headaches may require much time to clear up the
fundamental causes. Wry neck (torticollis), "crick in the
neck", and neuritis involving the shoulder and arm vary
much in time required for a cure.
Bronchitis and pneumonia can be handled readily in almost every case. Osteopathy is the most effective means
known for relieving these acute conditions, in which medi- : .nl
:
.
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less, oome people uv noi uae kuuu tuiuuiun cAnca
or
treatment.
method
and
doctors
their
discrimination with
If they were as patient, persistent, and liberal in dealing
with osteopathy as they are with medicine, they would on
the average fare much better in being restored to health
and in keeping well.
Every new truth, no matter how beneficient, must fight
against many handicaps, as inerenched privilege,
way
its
prejudico, ignorance, indifference, and
and self. satisfaction. Many people will not give up old
ways for new, even though they know the new is better.
Every discovery of any importance necessitates changes or
alteraeionB in some of the old methods or habits of thinking and doing.
Many people are profited by the old order of things,
and naturally from selfishness oppose any change which
curtails their interests even though they know it is better.
Usually selRshness will cause them to put up that old bar
to all progress, prejudice, which is wilful blindnes or

'

David Attempts
Saul's Jealousy
Injur
Him Frequent Deliverane.
Superhuman Satan, Our Qraat Enemy, Seeaa Our Injury Devotion to
Ua
God and Righteouanete 8 "
Deliverance Why Such C erieneei
Are Permitted of God.
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"U'kom

Nine-tenth-

I
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Ignorance is to be pitied and where it can not be dissipated, it must forever follow the old order or flounder unintelligibly in new paths with always the risk of impositions.
Many intelligent people are indifferent because they
are not in need. Senator and Mrs. J. B. Foraker of Ohio,
had a crippled paralytic son who was apparently helpless,
and pronounced bo by leading lights in the medical profession. They were no longer indifferent to new discoveries,
they were alert and the logic of osteopathy appealed to
them. The son was completely cured, for which they will
individual is the one
be forever grateful. The
who has never met a crisis like theirs. The old order, perhaps, has proved sufficient. But medicine is a failure in so
many cases that many who are now satisfied with the old
order of things will see the day when they will rejoice over
the fact that they were able to appeal to osteopathy.
Is it not reasonable that as osteopathy has won its way
so rapidly by curing so many of tbe "hopeless" and "last
resort" cases that it will do even better for the "ordinary"
quicker
and "promising" cases? It conserves time by
results
permanent
more
and
convalescence,
speedier
cures,
economy.
means
This
natural.
more
because
Osteopathy does pot throw away any demonstrated,
all
useful, natural methods of curing disease, but is heir to
not
things
many
About
ages.
therapeutic truth of the
proven, and of doubtful utility, there is differences of opinof osteopathy
ion The greatness of the fundamentals
in the expert-memerely
must never be forgotten for things
viewpoint
in diworld.
Anew
stale in the medical
A
doctor
osteopathy.
in
given
is
agnosis and treatment
often at saa in his diagwho judges from simptsms alone is
must not only know
nosis. To be a good diagnostician he make-uof the body,
the meaning of the eymptons and the to analyze symptoms
but he must be a body mechanic, ablebody conditions.
analysis of
from detailed mechanical
osteopath,
Bee that he is not labelled
In choosing an
Tia a irradiate of a legitimate school of
thit he is honest and trustworthy.
and make sura
self-satisfie-
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with the Philistines con
t InuliiK. David wm tumle
m. C
regular soldier, with command over a regiment and
closely In touch with King Saul. Victory came wherever David was
and King Saul saw tbe people's
admiration turned from himself to David. The sentiment reached
climax
victory,
when, on the return from
the women came fortli singing,
"Baul hath slain hla thousands.
But David his tens of thousands!"
Jealousy took full possession of the
kins,
d thenceforth his one purpose
seems to have been to destroy David,
It was secret withheld from htm tbftt
David was already anointed to be bis
successor. He merely knew that So nine! the Prophet hud told him that in
consequence of his failure to carry out
the Divine Instruction! regarding tbe
Amalekltes, the
kingdom would be
taken from blm and
his family and given to another.
Jealousy Is the
bitter fruit of selfishness. It unbalances reason, extinguishes happiness,
od subjects its pos
sessor to horrible Saul rkmwtoe See
melancholy.
It le
the most terrible, and tbe most foolish,
Everymanifestation of selfishness.
one recognizing it In himself should seek
victory through vigilance and prayer.
Saul's Jealousy Wss Crafty.
When tiader control of Jealousy,
King Saul Is described as having an
evil spirit from the Lord more properly, an evil spirit opposite from the
lord's Spirit of kindness, Justice, love.
Sometimes David could soothe him by
skilful playing on n burp; yet he knew
tbe king's trenclierotis mood, and on
two orotiHioiiH hindered dull from
throwing at him n Javelin.
Intent upon drawing him Into a qunr-rel- ,
the king promised Imvld his elder
daughter to wife, ami then gave her to
David, however, discreetly
another.
commented that he was neither of a
sulHclentty noble family nor fliinm-lal-lable to exiiect such honors. Another trap was to betroth to him the
king's younger daughter, Mlclml. Imvld again told of his mi worthiness und
his lack of wealth, whereupon Knul
stipulated that her dowry should lie
the evidi e of the killing of a hundred I'hlllNtlneM. No douht be hoped
that David would lose his life; but
Instead, David killed twice the mini
Iter and received Haul's daughter.
Finally tho king told Jotuitbun and
bis courtiers that David must die.
Jonathan's sentiment was as loving
and brotherly as his fnt tier's was cruel,
Jealous, selllsb. It was Jonathan who
would lose by David's attainment of
the throne. Ilence the love of Jonathan has become a proverb.
Jonathan Interceded with his father
for David. The plea was successful.
David again became a niemlier of the
royal household, but only for a time.
The king was not without noble sentiments, but they were not deep enough
to control his life. He was under control of a Hellish spirit, whirl) Is opposite
from the Spirit of fiod.
Kre lo'ik'. in a Jealous tit the king
threw, bis Javelin with deadly aim;
but David quickly dodged It. David
went to his room; but a guard had
been Ktal loued there. Instructed that
upon coming forth ho was to be killed.
Ills wife assisted him to escape by lei
ting him down out of a window.
Two Hundred Lives For a Wife.
Let us now Inipilre how David's
course in killing two hundred human
beings for a wife sipiaies with the
principles of Justice, which the Hllile
everywhere maintains. First, we must
have In mind the
difference U'tween
being a Jew under
the Law t'ovennnt
and being a Christian under t h e
i
headship of Christ.
V
Second, we must
remember that I lie
I tilth- - teaches
that
tbe penalty of sin
Is death not tori
ment nfter death:
.Suuf
fiui'M ..m.iM!;
.nnlty
,IB ,,jH
was Justly Indicted up in Father Adam
because of his wilful sin; and Ihut his
family die because the seeds of death
are in us from our birth.
From this viewpoint, ours Is a world
of coiin lets under (lentil sentence. Tills
accounts for Cod's permitting various
circumstances to control
famine, pestilences, cyclones, etc.
When we come to sec Unit the same
Clod who Justly condemned all through
one man's disoliedlciice has made proof all
vision for the Justification
through Christ's obedience unto death,
we see things in a new light
David must !" Judged by the Ijiw
under which his nation was placed at
Mount Sinai. The Israelites were Informed that the Canannltes had allowed their cup of Iniquity to come to the
full, and that Israel was given that
David, therefore, was
entire land.
carrying out tbe Divine Instruction.
m
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Over Mountain and Plain
A tingle telephone connected with no other is about the moat useless thing la
the world; but connect It with one other and both at once become serviceable.
The more telephones connected together through an exchange, the more valuable is the eervioe of each individual telephone.
Likewise, the servioe of a telephone exohange having no connection with the
exchanges of other communities is of very little value.

Ki.

To furnish service of the higheet efficiency and greatest value every exchange
must be connected by Long Distance lines with every other exchange, and
every telephone with every other telephone.
These Long Distance lines, in this western country, must necessarily traverse
rugged mountains and desert plains lines expensive to construct ana coetiy
to maintain.

ij
V:

In the territory of this company, 82,918 miles of Long Distance lines connect
our 367 exchanges and 237,000 telephones.

vj
i
,

That is what makes possible Universal Service.

That

is

what makes YOUH

service valuable.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Start a Meat Farm
3E
DC
3E
This section is well adapted to
make a specialty of live stock.
Every year feed may be produced for all manner of live
W. J. CURREN, Mgr.
stock. And live stock farming
(u. S. COMMISSIONER)
is a splendid business when conducted in a business like way.
No farming section ever prospered permanently until live
stock become a leading part of
the business.
Just now is the time to plan
Land Business a Specialty.
Conveyances of all kinds.
for fall and winter operations
for non resident
examined
Daid
and records
Taxes
with cattle, sheep and hogs.
Notary Public in Office.
owners.
The planting season is still here
31
and more kaffir corn, Milo maize,
feterita and sorgham should be
For Fire Insurance in best old
C. A. Scheurich went to Albuplanted. Part of the crop shonld
See
Companies,
Curren
querque
for a two days vis it
line
way
be placed in the silo. Any
Agency.
Thursday.
tf
plant more feed.
Many complain that though
they had much feed they could
not buy stock to eat It. Their 0
feed was practically thrown
away barring the grain. There
are those who have found it
difficult to turn their kaffir corn
or milo maize into cash on short
notice for lack of a market.
They could have turned this
grain into money through hogs,
cattle and sheep, but had no
50c
The Clovis News, regular price 6 months
money to buy the stock.
for
money
the
This scarcity of
Holland's Magazine, regular price 6 months 50c
feed lot has hampered many a
50c
Farm and Ranch, regular price 6 months
man. Next fall indications are
that money will be available to
the responsible small feeder.
Conditions are changing and
feed lot loans are preferred by
Thi9 tremendous saving in price offers
those who loan morey on stock.
you an opportunity, which you will proIt is a short time loan on stock
bably never have again, to secure these
that is growing value every day
three publications, each the best of its
it is fed.
kind, at an almost unbelievable reducThe farmer with lots of feed
p
hel
to
find
will
place
the
tion.
about
get live stock to eat it next fall
This Offer will be Withdrawn Soon
and winter.

The Curren Agency

Real Estate
Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

Fire Insurance
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See the Curren Ageney in
for
building
the Antler Hotel
8
Fire Insurance. They are
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All Three for Only 75c
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All to You for Only 75c
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have purchased the entire interest of
W. W.Harvey in the Harvey & Morris
Grocery and shall hereafter conduct the
I
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business as sole proprietor.
I desire to assure my friends arid customers that we have fully appreciated your
trade, and I shall in the future, as in the
past, endeavor to give you entire satisfaction.
I will keep at all times the very best to
be had in Groceries. Produce, Fruits and
Vegetables in season.
Can 1 continue to serve you?
Yours for business,

Jl

AST crowds throng Tlio Zone, the amiiHiMiieut am) confessions section of the Panama I'ioIUc International
Kxsliliiii nt Sun KrniK'lHi'O. The I my ton Flood Is shown on tlio Iff t, the Chinese Village and Toy I and
liiown l' on I hi! right. Tlio ttxpusltluu In breaking all world's Httcndnncc recordH.

June, we will begin a revival at
Texico Circuit
I was at Lincoln last Sunday Frio and run over until Sunday,

Railroad News

Fred C. Wetmore, chief dispatcher, departed Sunday for and had a line quarterly confer then a basket dinner and services
Minneapolis:, Mi in., vhre he ence with Rev. S. E. Allorson in all day. The church will bs one
ear old and we will celebrate
will attend the annu d conventhe chair.
first anniversary of the Frio
the
tion of railway dispatc'iors. He
Rev. Allerson preached a fine church.
Come and help Frio
fils'i exiKH'ls
to
in Mi
sermon Saturday at 11 o'clock, welcome.
uki (', Wis ,
.'!' I'l
we seldom ever hear a bett'T one
'
"Mli'l-.fii)iiu'.
although Sunday at 11 o'clock I
lioidiDi!' d'i'V'i th
. ,i
...
eiuet a ,i
was a noicn
LiuiuKoi. mi.
J. 11. Sheppard arrived today
u,i, while Mi'. 'A, 'inoi'r i.; away or
higher.
two
11
lt
to
V.
lane cnarve oi me
an Mr.
iiivs
:n
.hvd is
I was in the Vi'u, community circulation department
contest.
j
it chief.
Saturday
Sheppard
Mr.
formerly
resided
nijjht
after
conference
Mrs. Tom Co.ipT iii,art(
Clovis
in
pastor
he
of
Lincoln
at
while
was
and
attended
fine
a
Mt.raay for Oria, Texas, to visit
ice cream supper jrivui in honor the Christian Church.
Lately
iiiuther.
her
Mr. ami .Mrs. Maleomb At- - of the Sin. day St.'hoo! of Frio and he has been doino; "write up"
work on the Purtales
;.re the pa rents of a line young people.
Kill.
He is a booster for
horn We liu sday.
On Wednesday night 23 of
eastern New Mexico and is an
active worker.
xxoor:
Jernigan and Co. have ju.st received a biyr shipment of solid
jrold watch bracelets

J.

B.

MORRIS.
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Morris Grocery Go.
Successor to Harvey and Morris.
Telephone 25.
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qniiMtlcx of Hip wntcr mid the atmosphpre
having heen nlisorlii-- Into the itcI.hoimi nrKiinisina of Hie oa,
uhlrli toniii'd IkmK or iii... tune, iiml Into the rank vecetutlon
..ii

ivhlrh went o. rmin the euni hoiu. the atniospticre of Earth
heuini to he pure eimnrh to noniilt life tn brenthlng anlnula
To tlila lerlofi. thertfon-- . Iielone the amphlhliina developmcGta
of aiilinnl life, nirb n the er.H'odllo snd other aminaN which
can live either ou hind or In the wnter. Birds belong to tbU
period, and In the latur part of It appeured the great Mammoth
and the Sloth
The confllrt between Evolution and the Bible baa been sharp
Nevertheless, unnecessary friction has been generated
Only lu nsp.-e- t to man does the ISilile declare a special, direct
creation of (iod. The statements of Genesis in teapect to the
lower creatures rather favor something along the lines of specialised Evolution tiod suid. "Ut the waters bring fortn abun
diiutlj the movlnR creiiture (hat hatb life, and fowl that may
fly above the Knrth"
(tiehesis l;2ij. 21.1 Tbla la exactly In
hirinony with our sclentlnc llndlngn that tlio beeliiiiliig of IKe
eume from the wains, and luter extended to the Dtids. and
niter tn land nnliruils
The Darwinian theory haa disappointed those who swallowed
it without a atillleiem-of demonstration as to its truth. (1 Tim
olliy U:'JU) llecent demnnatriiuona show that every mixture 01
species and kind, even where partly succeaafui. means a revcr
slon to the original stiuidards within the thlid or fourth gener
iillon In plniiu. ilijuurs, trims ami In animals
The correct thought would seem to be that under Divine supervision various orders of creation were bronchi to a state of
development and s fixity of species, not to he turned aside not
thereafter altered. Not one sui:i;cst.ii Is uttered respecting human evolution from a lower creature, but qmie. the couirarr
The Hible furnishes merely a basu. for faith, "that the man of
'iod may be thoroughly equipped." 2 Timothy 8:17
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OK MY KKIKNUS." prlca J6 eanU This
book u publtshwl to
text and eommant
lo good not (or proliL It oohtnliia an appropriHte
yanr.
In
the
every
(paces
grjpii
day
for
slth
aiu.
opposite, ate. Handlor
some! bound; gut edgea. Saiupla ao display at the othce f tills paper.
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Chickens Confess

Craiu, Arthur Childers,
Their Guilt
J no ('rider and others went to
F. M.
Stevens Point, Wis.
Hereford on n fishinp; expedition
H. K. West are
and
Sackett
Thursday.
neighbors.
Sackett made a
Do not fail to see next week's garden
this spring and West's
i?sue of the Ci.ovis News, we hens well, anyhow West was
have a surprise in store for you. unable to believe that his hens,
well bred, would go
See the Curren Agency for which are
foraging
they wvre not
where
Now
Re?t old line Insurance.
located in the Antlers building. invited.
So Sackett scattered about his
Phone 32.
garden grains of corn, to each of
Invitations are out announcing which was attached a thread
the marriage of Miss Katherine and from each thread a placard.
P.urns, of Clovis, to T. J. Mabry, They bore such legends as these:
of Crosbyton, Texas, on Junelfi. "I have just been scratching in
Mrs. Guy Ciriffith is seriously Mr. Sackett's yard;" my owner
ill at her home in the north part does not feed me enough and I
of the city. She recently re- have to visit the neighbors."
When West saw these cards
turned from Texas, where she
dangling from the bills of his
visited relatives.
Attorney, J. E. Pardue, re- hens he admitted Sackett's proof
turned the first of the week was convincing.
from Fort Sumner, where he
Wanted:
has been on legal business.
To borrow $1,500.00 to $2,000.
The new Unique theatre open00 at reasonable rate of interest.
ed last Tuesday and the manageWill gire personal and A 1 real
ment was scarcely able to acsecurity; Address P. O'C.
estate
comodate the large crowds that
Lsought admission. The new play care of Clovis News.
2 t pd.
house is a dandy.
J.

Dr. Jarvis, wife and daughter,
and Mrs. Allen, of Schell City,
Mo., stopped off a week in Clovis
en route to California. While in
Clovis they were the guest of J.
B. Hills and family.

Chas. Dannelley and wife arrived from Billings, Arizona, today and will go out on the ranch
Mrs. Dannelley was
to reside.
Miss Carolyn Boaz formerly of
Ft Worth, but who resided in
Long Beach at the time of her
marriage.
The Clovis News was published two years before the advent of any other newspaper in
Clovis. It is the best advertising medium and guarantees the
largest bona fide circulation.
The News while it is News.
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No. 22

HAST BOUND
(Chicago Flyer)

No. 114

(Kansas City Express)

No. 21

(The Missionary)

-

- II- II-

Arrive 7:10 A. M.
Le;ivc 7:45 A. M.
Leave 3:10 I'. M.

WKST BOUND
...

(From Kansas City)

No. 117

NORTH BOUND
Pecos Valley)
SOUTH BOUND
(Pecos Valley Express)
VIA. LUBBOCK CUT-OF-

No.

!:8 (From

No.

!)I)7

No. 921
No. 933

(South from East)
(Texas Daily)

U-R-N-

Arrive 7:!r
Leave 8:00
Arrive 1:10

A. M.
A. M.
A. M.

Arrive 0:30

A. M.

Leave 8:10

A. M.

F

Arrive 7:15 A.
Leave 7:35 A.

M.
M.

Union Barber Shop

EXT

R. H. SNELLINGS, Proprietor.
Satisfaction guaranteed or whiskers cheerfully refunded!
FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

HOT AND COLD BATHS

The Sanitary Barber Shop
Shorett & Petitfilt, Props.

SUFFERERS
GIVEN QUICK RELIEF

jt

nlmiist
Pain
magic when
as if
yiu benin usinjr "ft"
Urops," the f.inicmsold
remedy fur Klmuma- in, Lunihapo, tioiil,

!'

SANITARY

-

ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

-

.THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP,
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.

Ncuralfiia

ami kindrrd tumbles.
It KO.-.rit't to tha
swt, slops the aches
p uns nnd makes
liln wurth living. Gut
of
boitlo
a
today. A booklet w ith
each bottle gives full
directions for use.
limi t delay. Demand
"."i Drops " Don't ac- cept anything elso in
place of it Any drug
gilt can supply you. II you live too far
irnm ii dni( store send One Dollar to
.Su.mson Khrttni.itic Cure Co., Newark,
will b
of
Ohio, and a
kuut prepaid. '

llSIl

WK DO THE A. T. A S. F. HOSPITAL WORK

First Class Work.
112

2

South Main

St

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexico.

LEE HAZELWOOD
Th Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Dowa Town Phon 123

Residence Phone 321

THE CL0VI3 NEWS
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STRONG MAN OF GREECE

THE PROFESSOR'S STATEMENT.

You can't alvvayi make ewrythlntf; "Just to." Sometimes you win
Utile thin; or
get In more shortening than usual; or make the batter
It may not be convenient to put a cake in the oven the moment It is
mixed; or your oven may not bake evenly and it Is necessary to tum
the pan around none of these little uncertainties make the slightest
difference In results 11 you use

K

1
y,
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Irish 8peed.
In Judge McKlnley's court they were
examining talesmen for the trial of a
toy, who bad killed his father. The
lawyers dwelt mostly on the facts of
marriage, paternity and whether there
had been Insanity in the families of
the men under examination.
When they got around to Michael
McCarthy the wait had been long and
he proceeded to whip up.
Asked the first question he galloped
away with this:
"My name is Michael McCarthy and
I live at 1336 Fulton street and I am
thirty-fiv- e
years old and I am married
and have one child and I have never
had any insanity In the family and if
I had I wouldn't be fool enough to tell
ron."

y

i

VVv

He 8hould Worry.
"How do you account for Nero fid'
dllng during the, burning of Rome?'
asked the professor.
"I suppose h had the place heavily
Insured," suggested the senior who
waa specializing in finance.
REAL SKIN COMFORT
Fellow

Use of Cutlcura

Soap and

Ointment Trial Free.

By bathing and anointing these fra
grant sypercreamy emollients Impart
to tender, sensitive or Irritated, ltch
log skins a feeling of Intense akin
comfort difficult for one to realise who
has never used them for like purposes,
Cultivate an acquaintance with them.
Sample each free by mall with Book.
Important to Mother
Diamine carefully every bottle of Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XT,
CASTORIA, a safe and lure remedy for Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
Infants and children, and see that It
Psychology of Practice.
Bean the
The question of short versus long
Signature of
periods of practice in training the hu
la use For Over 80 Years.
man muscles for any particular kind
Children Cry for Fletcher's. Cutorla of work Is obviously one having far- reaching application. Some Interest
Different
ing experiments on this subject have
"Dudley makes me tired. He's al- been carried out by Dr. K. S. Lashley
ways bragging about his ancestors."
of Johns Hopkins university. Acquis!
"Oh, well, there's one consolation. tion of skill in archery was selected
Bis descendants will never brag about as the subject of observation. Twenty
him."
untrained persona were divided Into
three groups. One group shot five
Smile on wash day. Thnt's when you use arrows with the English longbow per
Red C'roM ling Dlue. Clothes whiter than
day; another, twenty shots per day;
now. All grooere. Adv.
and the third, forty shots. The re
The man with a cool million always suits showed conclusively that the
group shooting only five times a day
gets a warm reception.
Improved In accuracy with less ex
pendlture of time in practice than waa
required by either of the other groups
for the tamo amount of Improvement
says:
A report on the experiments
rhetimetum
Many palna Ihiu pass
klilmya
to
of
the
(allure
are dun to the
"The relatively greater efficiency of
when
drlva nit urio arid thoroiiitlily.
short periods of practice continuing
you Buffer uchy, bnd Jolnta, backache
too, dlailneaa and urlnnry dtaturbuncea,
for many days la In accordance with
get Doan'a Kidney l'llla, tho remedy
the results of the study of animals
over 160.000
that la recommended birlamia.
Doan'a
people In ninny different
and of speech habits in man, and In
Kidney I'llla help weak kldneya to
dicates that In training to muscular
drive out the uric acid which ao often
causes backache, rlieumatlam and lumfeats, in both animals and man, the
bago.
length of practice periods required la
Case
A Colorado
usually too great for maximum efficiency." Sclontiflo American.
Jacob C. Frank a.
Spring St., Central
City, Colo., says:
What Causes Tuberculosis.
1 could hardly
Dr. John North of Toledo, O., la
work on account of
working on the theory that tubercu
the dull pains In
the small of my
losis may be due to a lack of lime
back. For two or
In the system, as he says that while
three years I Buftubercular germs are everywhere, they
fered and I oftim
only thrive In ripe soil and Just what
to set up
had
nights to paas Ilia
Is lacking In persons subject to tuber
kidney
secretions.
cular trouble gives food for thought.
Doan'a
Kidney
lie says that there is less tuber
Pllle removed the
schea
and pnlna n ir
culoids among people living In arid reand fixed my kid
gions and plunts In such places have
neya up in good
more lime In their composition than
shape."
those growing In humid regions.
Cat Poan'. at Any Store. SOe Be

Rheumatism Is Torture

DOAN'SWiVR
CO BUFFALO.

Y.

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

Can quickly be overcome by
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely and
I vniii biw
gently, on the
TATTLE
Cure
liver.

jf:
rr
y"

Biliousness.

Head-

-

jT

IVER

nrss, and Indigestion. They do their duty.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

BLACK

LEG

must bear

Signature

LOSSES SURELY PREVENTED
,t Cttar'a Start taf Pint. Loo-- li
Hod. fraah. rrllall: praftrrM bf
Vtfaaim atocten Uar.ua. taa era.
laat wfttre etaar trtMl.M t.iL
Write for booki.t imI la.llr.oul.la.
I0aaa flea. SlM'IH PHIi l te

Ikf.

PHU

BlMklaf

Iat any Interior, Ml Utt tf a bMC
fhe KparVirltr nf Cutur pnxlurta U i. to over il
In vaaalaaa ant aarwail aaly-peart of
laallt aa Cttar'a. If unnMalnaMa. ontar rtlrrrt
TM( CUITSa LAS0RAT0SY. aarkilar. Calllaiala
a

siiuwsiit

au

kill til
tlMB, or-rMtnanlaU, ooD?Q)nt,

Ticli an4

Lasts an

lis on.

Mdo

oaotBplll or Up
ovari will not toll r
I njur
mof thlag.
QuarmntexM

MaiT.
BAftOLD lOMKM, 1M W

All

fforllvaj.

dollars orimi
9l.9k

iprau pald for

! Avo., artwhlfB, H. T.

PARKER'S

I
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HAIR BALSAM

tnll.l pretmratloa of nwiria.
)lal UioratlooiodaAOr-jDT- .
For Roatorlaa Color ad

A

JBeaulrlsGrarorFadodHalr.
aQ.iifll-aHTectftate-

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

INSOMNIA
Leads to Madness, If Not Remedied.

"Experiments satisfied me, some 5
years ago," writes a Topeka woman,
"that coffee was the direct cause of the

Insomnia from which I suffered ter
ribly, as well aa extreme nervousness
and acute dyspepsia.
"I bad been a coffee drinker since
childhood, and did not like to think
that the beverage waa doing me all
this harm. But It was, and the time
came when I had to face the fact, and
protect myself. 1 therefore gave up
coffee abruptly and absolutely, and
adopted Postum for my hot drink at
meals.
"I began to note Improvement In
my condition very soon after I took
on Postum.
The change proceeded
gradually, but surely, and it was a
matter of only a few weeks before I
found myself entirely relieved the
nervousness passed away, my diges
tive apparatus was restored to normal
efficiency, and I began to aleep rest-full-y
and peacefully.
"These happy conditions have continued during all of the 6 years, and I
am safe In saying that I owe them
entirely to Postum, for when I began
to drink it I ceased to use medicines."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich.
Read "The Road to
Wellvllle," in pkgs.
Postum comes In two forma:
Postum Cereal the original form-m- ust
be well boiled. 16c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum a soluble powder-disso- lves
quickly In a cup of hot war
tor, and, with cream and Bugar, makes
a delicious beverage Instantly. SOc and
60o tins.
Both kinds are equally delicious and
coat about the same per cup.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
sold by Grocers
.

Greece's advance toward a realization of her national aspirations received a momentary check in the retirement of the powerful Premier
Venlzelos, whose program of entering
the war on the side of the allies was
frowned upon by that other hero of
present-daGreece, King Constantino. Few believe, however, that the
differences between the two men who
are to the new Greece what King Victor Emmanuel II and Cavour were to
Italy, will be of very long standing.
The world recognises in Venizeloa
the strong man of Greece who In incredibly few years has accomplished
so much In rehabilitating the prestige
of his country.
By means of his new constitution,
adopted after the revolution at Athena
In 1910, Venlzelos was able to effect the
reforms In putting down
political corruption, and creating terri4 torially a new Greece. He brought
Crete, Macedonia, Eplros, and the
Islands under the Greeat flag, and besides almost doubling the size of his
country he reorganized the political, naval, and military administration from
Ha foundations.
To the fact that Venlzelos is a Cretan la due In part the zeal with which
he has labored for the reunion of the Greek peoples scattered through the
Levant, and particularly those under thri dominion of Turkey. He was born
In a village of Crete in 1864 of a family of very moderate means, but long
traditions. He saw hla own house burned to the ground by the Turks, and
the vigorous youth, of whom It is recorded that he was a troublesome pupil
in frequent conflict with his fellows, bad much bccaslon later to strengthen
his determination that Crete was to be free.

"i

Baking Powder

baking powder has unusual strength and
This modem, double-rais- e
u aDsoiuieiv certain io rase your ducuu. cava anu oa.uy nxm
feathery. It generates an abundance of leavening gas both in the ml
lng bowl and in the oven. The. raising is sustained until the dough Is
cooked through.
Housewives who use K C never have "bad luck" with their baking.
Try K Cor our rUk. Your grocer will refund your money U you are
IT
not pleased In every way.

P03TER-MILBUR- N

Couldn't Tell.
"Why did you help the defendant
In the fight, if that's the case?" asked
the examining counsel
Ifr. Cassldy looked at the lawyer
with contempt, and answered in a tone
of blighting scorn: "For the ra'son
that at that tolme 01 had no means of
knowing which o' thlm would be the
defendant."

L'''.

g

TIRPITZ THE ETERNAL
When historians come to analyze
the great European war and begin to
find out its real causes, say in about
fifty yeara from now, it would not surprise some of the closest students of
these remarkable times If they were
to discover and put down as one of
the greatest causes Alfred von Tlrpits,
admiral of the German navy, the creator of the German navy, and one of
the creators of the German foreign
and domestic policy.
"Tlrpits the Eternal" is his name
In Germany.
It is "Tlrpits the
v Z v. ''n
Eternal" because while the kaiser has
appointed and discharged chancellor
after chancellor, and army and navy
officer after army and navy officer,
Von Tlrpltz has gone on forever.
For seventeen years he has been
H
at the head of the German navy and
for seventeen years he has been
at work making It the extraordinarily efficient left arm of Germany that It is. His career began at
years old, active, vigorous, dethe age of sixteen. Today he Is sixty-sitermined as ever. To anyone who would suggest that he Is approaching the
close of bis active life he baa only to point out what his navy and especially
his submarines have done and are doing under bis command.
In appearance Admiral von Tlrpltz scarcely suggests the man that hla
policy has shown him to be. He la more than six feet In height. He Is stout
and bald. His flowing whiskers parted In the middle are his most characteristic mark. His manner Is extremely mild, though determined, and la
somewhat more academic and professional than bureaucratic
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Difference.
"Hello, old man. I haven't seen
you since we went to school togett'sr.
I hope Fortune has smiled on you."
"You might call It that Sbe'a given
me the horse laugh many a time."
A

T.X.
VTBIT TnSJ CALIFORNIA
e,
Without a auppir of Allan'a
POSITION
the antlaeptie powder to be shaken Into the
a.
The Standard
Shoaa. or dlaaolved la the
Remedy (or the eet tor 35 yeara. H fl?oa Instant
telle' to tired, achlnf (eat and prarenta swollen,
hot teal. One lady writes: I entoyed every minute
of my stay at the Eipoiltlona. thanka to Aliens
Foot-Ea- se
kj my ahoaa." Cat tt TODAY Adv.

IONT

Stupid.
May- - I or
Jack Slowboy

kiss

youT

The Girl What do you want, written permission?
TOtTB OWN DRCGOMT WILL TF1.L TOO
Weak, Watery
fry Marine Bye Remedy for Red, Ho
MmarUne
Brallda;
ferae and Granulated
Foal Bra oomtorL
Write for Book ot tbe are
Remedy
Co.. Cbtcaao
Bye
Free,
taurine
br aull

Odd.
"What caused the coolnes between
you and JouesT"
"A heated argument."
Red Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
farther than liquid blue. Get from any
grocer. Adv.

The "staff of life" by any other name
would smell as wheat.

etlts taS Braeae

lar Maries lea

The Colorado Cartercar Co.
1636 Broadway

Denver. Colerade

l

LIVE AGENTS WANTED

Pianos

Pi;;0etr

Vicirolas

Mention catalog yon are Interested la and
we'll send it free, prepaid, with full information of onr "EASY PAY PLAN." We

prepay freight charges and sell noder a
"money back" guarantee.. MUSIC CO..Darrrw.Cala.

THE

Itfrv
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Holoomb. VSL"t!MAl
FURNITURE. LIXOLEUM
AND RUQ BUSINESS

n Denver. Who Dan the frelabw
or qnotee wboleuie prieae aa)
erervbodr. Send for elrenlaa.
netereoooa. any bank in Uearea.

HOWARD E. BURTON
Specimen price! I (Sold, BUrer, tawd, (1 ; Gold,
eilrer, 7t ; (fold, 60o j Zinc or Copper, II. Mailing
aoraioDee and full Drt e Hat aent on application.

Leadvllls. Colo, aei Uarbouu

CM)

BICYCLES

PIERCE and COLUMBIA
Write furprloea.
Tlii

Pellet Crcli Co, Dsarsr, Csl

BROW?) PALACE HOTEL
DtNVIR, COLORADO
Absolutely ri re Proof Oonatructlon.
Rates: ei.SO and up. .160 Booiue and Suites,
gmwa etoek.
a
to eell Orea-n- n
AgenlS tu
nanieO.J thcnneatthml.: bla lment(
aaua, una.
w
ataaaac
comcuiaaluna.
Stua
fud

4th
thai women

are constantly being restored to health by
Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetablo Compound
The many testimonial letters tnat we are continually put
lishing in the newspapers hundreds of them are all genuine, true and unsolicited expressions of heartfelt gratitude
for the freedom from suffering that has come to these
women solely through the use of Lydla E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.

Money could not buy nor any kind of Influence obtain
such recommendations; you may depend upon it that any
testimonial we publish is honest and true if you have any
doubt of this write to the women whose true names and
addresses are always given, and learn for yourself.

Read this one from Mrs. Waters:

1 was sirk for two yenrs with nervous apolla, and
my kidneys were affected I had a doctor all the time and used a
galvanic battery, but nothing did me any good. I was not able to go
to bed, but spent iny time ou a couch or in a sleeping-chaiand soon
became almost a skeleton. Finally my doctor went away for his
health, and my husband heard of Lydia E. linkham's vegetable
Compound and got me some. In two months I got relief and now I
am like a new woman and am at my usual weight. I recommend
your medicine to every ono and so does my husband."- - Mrs. Tuxia
Waters, 6U0 Mechanic Street, Camden, N.J.

Camdew, N.J.

r,

IIanovib, Pa.

It seems quite fitting that William
Hale Thompson should rule over Chicago, the city where the largest stock
yards In the world are located, for he
has been a cowboy and ranch owner
and baa complete knowledge of the
cattle business.
His career aa a cowboy started
In 1881, when he was fifteen years old.
He went to Cheyenne, Wyo., to spend
a vacation from school, and from that
time the lure of the plains called htm
from Chicago every summer. He rode
the ranges of the Standard Cattle
company in Wyoming, Colorado and
Montana.
Later he purchased a ranch of bis
own in Holt county, Nebraska, and
managed It until the death of his father. In 1901, forced his return to
Chicago.
Mr. Thompson Is an enthnslaatlo
yachtsman, and the problem of mak
'
ing the lake front the property of the U. ...... t
lU
people and the playground of the city
will be one of the Important matters be wlU be called to aettle. There wl!l be
the recreattos pier, the Improvement of the land along the lake front, and
the totabl'shment of municipal bathing beaches to be considered.

bet.

YOUR BEST

never know what
is until you try

Reliable evidence is abundant

Michigan has found Its Pled Piper
in the person of Representative Harvey A. Penney of Saginaw, serving hla
first term In the legislature, who
comes forward with a bill designed to
drive all the rats from. the precincts
of the Wolverine state.
Representative Penney, after having made an exhaustive study of the
rat, has failed to discover Just what
.be rat's mission In the world Is, but
he has found that the rat breeds In
filth and Is dangerous to the public
health, being a disease carrier Just as
are the fly and tho mosquito. Besidea
this, Mr. Penney points to the harm
'
"Mae
4 the rat does to everybody and everything with which he comes In contact.
The rat robs the granary as well as
the grain In the field, and starts fires
well, everyone knows the Innumerable sins of which the rat Is guilty.
Government reports show that the rat
caused $:!0,000.000 In damage In the
United States last year. The
all over Michigan milled to tho Penney bill, all being a unit In declaring there la not a single reason that can be advanced why the pest
should bo allowed to exist, that Is, all except the township clerks who will be
compelled to take the toll of the dead.

wishes to

ZONA

CP

PIED PIPER

From Hanover, Penn.
"I was a vory weak woman

and Buffered from
bearing down pains and backache. I had been married over four
years and had no children. Lydia E. Pinkhani's Vegetable Compound
proved an excellent remedy for it made me a well woman. After
taking a few bottles my pains disappeared, and we now have one of
the ilucst boy babies you ever saw." Mrs. C, A. IUokbodb, ILF.D,
Ko. 5, llanover, l'a.

Now answer this question if you can. Why should a
woman continue to suffer without first giving Lydia E.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial ? You know that
why should it fail in your case?

it has saved many others

Por SO vars Lydla E. Pinkham's VesfftaMe
Compound litis been the standard remedy for female ills. No one sick with woman's ailments
does Justice) tohcrself if thedoi9 not try this fay.
mous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
has restored soman? suffering women to health.
p
Write to LYDIA E.PHKHAX MEMCTXECO.
(CONHDKMIAL) LYNN, MASS., fur ftdvlco.
Yonr letter will be opened, i and answered
by m woman and held in strict coiiildence.
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CHICAGO'S

WOMAN

Prof. Aug. F. W. Schmltz, Thomas,
Okla., writes: "I was troubled with
years.
Backache for about twenty-fivbeautlfler.
When told I had Brlght's Disease In the wonderful healer and
its last stages, I Send one dime and we will mail you
tried Dodd's Kid- a beautiful opal Jar of ZONA with A
ney Pills. After
silk sponge for applying.
using two boxes 1
Write at once.
rewas somewhat
llnvAff --and
f aton-r 41
N. Wars
"V
Wichita.
Ped the treatment
YvJV
,.
il Y? In the spring of
lug ucAi jcai
had another atProf. Schmltz.
tack. I went for
Dodd'a Kidney Pills and they relieved
me again. I used three boxes. That
la now three years ago and my Backache has not returned in Its severity,
IMINTsarWIaaar
and by using another two boxea a little later on, the pain left altogether SPamnrer, Gray & $N
t
and I have had no trouble since. You fl.ule rieelelfll larkta
may use my statement. I recommend
H.P.
indStart.r.25
Dodd'a Kidney Pills when snd wher- Greatest bill el Ira her t S8 to S9 sail on I felloa
ever I can." Dodd'a Kidney Pills. 60o. (aeollne. 10,000 mllea on one eet of tires.I0SBtew-loea
Hpredometer, one aoaa Mohair top,
per box at your dealer or Dodd'a Medi- wheel
bae, wood or wire wbeeie, BsaSMInea
cine Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Adv.
tlree, weight I,u0 pounds. METI aa UaHUUat

1

MICHIGAN'S

lEVERY

fab f

iVi

PINK EYE

H

revet
M(ir

uisrssri

Carta the aieh sod acta aa a preventive for other. Llcpiid liven ea the
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Consider the editor. He wear
empurpie ana3 Jtnne linen.
.
VJlllGnW&tCr
abode is amongst the mansions VY
The News Printing Company
of the rich. His wife hath her
Publishers.
i
limousine and his
New Mexico.
Entered at the post office at sporteth a racing car that can Clovis,
in
up
forty
her
hit
the
flat.
M.
second
class
as
Clovis, N.
Lo! All the peopl o breaketh
matter under the act of March
their necks to hand him money.
3. 1879.
A child is born unto the wife of
Attorneys at Law
a merchant in the bazaar. The
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Office in Worley Bldg.
physician getteth ten golden
$1.00 plunks.
One Year
Opposite Postoffie
The edito writeth a
50c
Roc r.s 4 and 5.
8ix Months
stick and a half and telleth the
multitude that the child tippeth
It is your friend.
Clovis,
New Mexico.
the
beam
pounds.
Yea,
nine
at
President Wilson is serving
It is for your convenience.
notice on both Germany and he lieth even as a centrurinn.
It will help you save.
that the And the proud father giveth
B.
Mexico. It is plain
It will care for your savings
German reply to the American mm a cremo.
Physician rnd Surgeon
Behold, the youmr one eiow- note regarding the sinking of
It will pay you interest on
Office in Jackson Bldg,
the Lusitania and the torpedo- eth up and graduateth. And
them.
Opposite Postoffice
ing of the Gulflight and Falaba the editor putteth into his paper
It will give you expert adis a keen disappointment to the a swell notice. Yea, a peach of Office Phone 231 Residence 269
vice when you are perPresident and his cabinet, and a notice. He telleth of the wis- plexed.
dom
young
of
the
woman, and
the president will immediately
exceeding comeliness.
The advice it gives you will
issue a reply demanding that of her
HON. ROBERT C. REID, of Roswell.
be sound.
the issues raised in his first note Like unto the roses of Sharon is
DENTIST
be answered immediately as to she and her gown is played up
It will be your friend in First Mayor of Clovis, who was a visitor here several days this
whether or not Germany intends to beat the band. And the
Over First National Bank.
week looking after his extensive property interests.
prosperity.
to conduct the war according to dressmaker getteth two score
Phone 95.
It will assist you to avoid
And the
principles of international law and four iron men.
Clovis,
New Mexico.
A ro-.- J rain fell here last night
Farmers Should
or overcome adversity.
editor
getteth
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a
note
of
irrespective
act
to
thanks
or propose
'vhii-'soui'i df town assumed
Raise Snakes
Keep your money in YOUR
any rights of the neutral nations from the S. G. G.
i of
!i
p'mnrtio'i.-a cloud burst.
The daughter goeth a journey.
Every farmer
now in pence. President Wilson
even-- ;
bank and pay your bills
"
And
the editor throweth him
poultry raiser should keep a few
will insist that Germany make
by check.
answer to the questions involved self on the story of the farewell
It is the modern way.
Sweet Potato Plants,
It runneth a column
crops and poultry, s.iys Allen s
make an evasive party.
and nut
Physician & Surgeon
is
way.
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safe
the
solid.
And
one
the
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rememfair
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of
answer.
If
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th? Inter
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i
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ply is not siii isfactory this time, uerem
is the most convenient
alar with a
It
Office Opposite Postoffice
Tomatoes, House
diplomatic relations will be sev picture postal card that cosleth
way.
in a statement just
six
for a jitney
Plants, Etc.
ered and our ambassador to Ber- Williams is a traveler and a le.-- .
It is the ONLY way.
Behold, she return eth and the
lin recalled.
turer and snakes are his hobby.
Notice has been served on the youth of the city fall down and D. L.
M. D. It is the way of ALL suc He has collected reptiles in if
cessful men.
waning factions of Mexico that worship. She picketh one, and
everv Dart of the.
h..
Physician & Surgeon
the president's policy of 'watch- Lo, she picketh a lemon. But
phere. "The idea is sirup'. ,".'
Make it YOUR way.
ful waiting' hau been changed. the editor calleth him one of
Williams says, "il-.tswe.OFFICE IS ELKS HOME
r.il'iire at Grei n House
That his palience has become our most promising vounir men
unu omer roaenis destroy cop-ari0ffice
Pnone
Res
326
Phone
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and
getteth
or 1'hene MJ.
away
it.
with
And
exhausted and that peace must
are the natural enemies a'
i
be restored in Mexico and a sta- they send unto him a bid to the
domestic fowls. Snaked are t'r i
ble goviriiuv nt set ud or the wedding feast and behold, the
natural enemies of rodenls.
:
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j ji m
Keep a few snakes to kill off the ' i'
United .State.-- will intervene and bids are fashioned by Muntgum- ery
Hawbuck, in a tar city.
proceed to restore peace for
youns rodents and in time voui-- i
DENTIST
Flowery and long is the wed
th:iii. According to recent recrops and chickens will he safe.
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ports, niuny Americans are be- ding notice which the editor
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Phone 89.
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fa-W:
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nothing.
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silo. The minister getteth his
n dozen varieties
whieh could
The K(v Mexico fever as a bit. The editor printeth a death Special attention to diseases of
'
rrcomplish
the work and w'.'.,
kind ot eiirl( mic has prevailed notice, two columns of obituary, the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Union Mortgage Co.
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i
here for il.. past year. More three lodge notices, a cubit of
'
Over Mcnri riinrnifu-.IJJ
than a yi ar ao the disease made poetry and a card of thanks.
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S. A. JONES, President
its appearance in a mild form in And he forgetteth to read proof
- New Mex.
Clovis,
S. J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
our coin, iy. A few of our citi- on the head, and the darned
zens, through a desire for cheap thing conieth out "Gone tu Her
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.
land,
exposed and contract- Last Roasting
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LADY ASSISTANT
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you. Content work
a specialty. Tv.-- ) ye;r
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ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T. & S. F. R. R. CO.
WE WANT YOUR DEPOSITS

KS3r

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
'BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES"
ALEX SHIPLEY, Pres., JNO. T. SHIPLEY, Vice Pres..

DIRECTORS:
J. C. NELSON. Cashier. . W. O. OLDHAM. A. W. HOCKENHULL. W.- H. DUCKWOriTH

I

QANnrnc
IIa. umiLLiJ

MEN

BOYS

line of
Call and let us show ypii our
DRESS SHIRTS, SOFT SHIRTS and NECKTIES.
Our stock of Underwear is complete
and the prices are right.
up-to-da- te

I

Hosiery.

WHI I

Nf (jf ' S

farm south of St Vrain, and will
bring his family out soon, and
make his home here. At present
he is making his headquarters
at Frank Magee's.
Some farmers are having to
replant some. There is plenty
of time yet, if we get some rain to
prevent the ground from getting
too dry. Weeds are growing
rapidly and will soon need some
opposition.
George Brownell is drilling a
well for Mr. Hardin south of St
Vrain, He just recently finished
up one for Frank Magee.
We noticed J. R. Walker, the
Clovis meat market man, with
his wife and two gentlemen
friends, motoring through our
burg last Sunday.
This time of year,
The mighty mite,
Not knowing fear,
Puts up a fight,
To kill off all the chickenB,
With lots cf Vim,
But not much hope;
With chances slim,
And lots of dope,
We scrap to beat the dickens.
Uncle George Ormsby bought
a horse of Coral tlerrin and will
do a little farming on his own
hook this year.
Children's Dav will be observed by the Havener Sunday
School the third Sunday in June.
Sunday School in the morning at
ten o'clock. Sermon at eleven
and dinner at noon. Afternoon
a program.
J. D. Bryant has been appointed carrier on route one from
Havener. On June 26 an examination will be held at Clovis,
to determine wiio shall be 'permanent carrier.
A. L. Smith, a St Vrain merchant, loaded a car of grain
there last week

I
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May 20.
Miss Susie Jones, who was
A crowd of young
operated
on for appendicitis at
people
were
Lincoln
from
there.
The corn loaves were severely
the
Santa Fe hospital, is getting
All of the Watts family have
threshed by I he gale which blew
long
nicely and will soon be at
a
fro n the north, laat week, and the measles.
home.
Brown Eyes.
are needing a good rain for their
Sam Pipkin was at Clovis
restoration.
Saturday
and Sunday.
THE SEVENTH DAY Oil EPOCH
J. 1 Williams and family enFrolics
Frio
and
Boyd's
sister
mother
Moss
tertained a nice crowd of relaThe farmers here a re all over visited with him several days
tives and friends at their home
Id Ilils pri'Ki!i:iiiWui, wo arc fiillnu ims n Hup cf tlifiimht whlrh
joyed
on account of the big rain. last week.
(.T'lU llitt In II. ' .;tllll. i" llliMMl
.(lll. t
Sunday.
l!ll'!. flllilclltg
We
i
visii.
c.
r luiy ih:it began
.innni
nit
in
Clovis
iivihu
cifiitivo
a
Mrs.
was
looking
O'Hara
oats
and
are
wheat
The
The Union Sunday School at
v. .it.Slrili I ' v
Adam In Ills
:iftir dm! Ii iiI t :t
Fairfield has a larije attendance fine around here; the oats are itor one day last week.
"7.
own nniip. uinl iil.cn: s
heading out.
A. M. Works had quite an
every Sunday.
(Jyil tliiTc retted from Ills work frum
tutsHu
last Thursday morning
accident
Chas.
Mrs.
Fahsholtz
Mr.
and
of Slii mill
.tin. ''. i up hi linmnntty.
tlif
A number of Fords, well filled
Ih' fiirokiH-- llir H'is lie woiild tnlii- In iin. iiHiiK nltliiu.lcly a
(Ttvitli passengers from this vicin- made a business trip to Clovis when he fell out of a wagon and
a
Iti'dci'MU'r for tlit nice, (Hid tlmt tin- It.'i.Vciucr uoulil xulci-the horse kicked him on the
ity, visited point Enterprise last week.
little cuinpuiijr of liellevern. HiinitHcly Htyled the lli'lilo of
to
daughter
him
took
head.
His
Sunday School in the afternoon.
There was a party and ice
ChrlKt. To tilts IteoYenu-mid Ills liilile. Ilinl liitemled to Hlro
Clovis to a physician.
the dominion, control of Knrth. (iod purposed tlmt Mes.slnli's
Mrs. VV. D. Ford, from Vera. cream social held at the homu of
Kingdom of lllKliteousues slmiild eventniill.v uplift tbe willing
E. A. Riberts was in Clovis
Texa. after a week's visit with Wilson Davis last Thursday
obedient from Sin and Month conditions.
and
Saturday.
Friday
night
and
his
son
surprise
to
night,
as a
her brother, T. A. Boone, and
(Iod rrvKrf from Tils work of creiitlnij la tlmt lie did not acenjoyed
Fay.
Sunday
was
which
much
spent
Fay
Marks
Miss
family, departed Sunday morntively employ Ills power to overthrow sin and uplift mankind.
with Mildred Rork.
ing for Albuquerque, where she by all.
Cod rested the mutter In tlie tin nils of tin Hodei'iner, Jesus, to
be arcomplislied tliroiiKh Illy Kiierllloe for sins nud Ilia glorious
There was an ice cream supper
will spend a few days visiting
Helen for the rplenne of ninnklnd from Sin nnd Heath. Tbe
at the horn j of F. A. Slator last
relatives there.
Heavenly, not
God'a new erenUon of this rtnl period,
Newt
Church.
Havener
The
Miss Edna Boone boarded the Saturday night. The main atearthly. 2 Corliithhna 5:17; Ilelirewa 3:1; 4:1 4.
Friclosed
school
The Havener
train at Clovis for Las Vegas, traction was a moonlight Basket
It Is claimed tlmt. nivonllu:- - to Hie llllile chronology, six
Sunday mon.inj?, where she ex- ball game between Shiloh and day, May 21. In the evening a
thousand yeiira from Adam tiuve alrendy passed. If go, the
large crowd attended the enterthousand year of Messiah's ltcl',-n- , whlcu .t to close the ereat
pects to attend the Normal Uni- Frio.
Is near at hand.
by
with
pupils
given
Seventh
tainment
Moore
Fred Fahsholtz and Carl
versity through the summer
Aeeoidlnt; to this beautiful theory, the work of Messlnh In
prohelp.
The
outside
some
week.
Clovis
last
visitors
were
term.
will complete the CreaIds tlioiisand yenr IteiRii soon to
good, and highly apMiss Ophelia Sloan was a Clo- gram was
tion. Not only will the race be brought ,0 human perfection,
The singing convention will be
preciated and enjoyed by all.
but Incidentally man will have obtained the needed experience
held at Fairfield the fourth Sun- vis visitor recently.
.
.Miautline.
the li.inh will be
!n respect to Remit and evil
Foi'd and Miss Dunlap deProf.
day in June. A large crowd is
Preaching was held at the
a state of perfis'tlon-ritr.-idl- se
to
gradually
restored
rotn'nc
sucthe
for
credit
much
serve
worldwide Itoth huninu perfecthm nnd Hie perfection of tho
expected and a glorious time is Brooks school house last Sunday
recess of the exhibition, as it
Karth were fittingly represented In IMeii. when Ailuin was In
anticipated.
by Bro. Silas Lovett. The ser- quired
his Mater'a linau'e- - a Kins
much hard work and
mon was very good.
energy on their pare, as well as
--xyzzax:
The Sunday School at Frio was on the part of all others, who
Lincoln Locals
last Sunday. participated.
Crops are needing rain at this well attended
IT IS WORTH FIVE CENTS.
SAVE THIS COUPON.
I Sett is made
an interesting
Cr..
writing.
are
of
Havmer
No. 8.
farmers
The
talk en "Decoration Day."
fend this coupon with Hevrn nOwrn fio:n thia pnppr, each
a diff'tront number, nr.il !!
hi ft.imp. fur pMcklos and poaZ- one and all of the opinion that a
The Ice Cream social at the
atllllU.i-- : sri
Fahsholtz
Dept. O,
Willie
Ed
and
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to
the
good rain would be v.n invaluable Trade:
Lincoln school house was enjoyed
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literary
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by all. A large crowd attended
in the raising ot their
Own 160 acres 12 nvls SE of
po:rr wxx and cumment
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Friday night.
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..c
etc.
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for nvist any thine.
equity
The proceeds amounted to someMrs. Scheidier last u.v.lay.
thing over ton dorian.
The family of C. E. Ratter
building i n
2 stor
Brick
Mrs. Divis and daughter Ivtit' arrived from
and all Chi"a:hu,
Miss El.-i- e Cross vfaited Ethel
for $7-"- .
Va'ue
rnts
visit-'Mrs. and Miss Fahsholtz me low safety and snugly locatBivisher rfjooay.
Inc. fO.OOO,
S1? 1)00.0!)
last Friday.
on t!t.j Daw farm i.ear St eqnitv for farm nnd stock in N.
Mrs. G. ll. Falmatcor visited
sad
since
very
is
Jim
Vrain.
iirwn
O'vned bv rnneher.
M.
Mis. iMcBrajer Monday night.
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Cf ..,--, "lok Mr
he cam; back frm Plain M. .M.
out
The St Viaui school
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.
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po il
Friday. May 28.
r r .
ence at Lincoln Saturday May
II. ii! i
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; .
worth
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ii
tic lv . r.
2(J and a basket dinner was
W. C. Tharp l.as moved into
lar.y kind of land, worth irmnny.
I..- I.. rk. A .;t;l-- Courier
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by
prepared for all.
the building recently vacated
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yoil iu.ioiii,'. i.f
Mi. s Florence O'FI ira is real W. W. White.
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En
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Mr. Tharp wi.l ins all a
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'
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M.n,
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Sunday
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'
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croek runs thru 1m l.
ited Mr. and Mis. Bell Sunday.
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the
acres
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for
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acres.
The measlos have at a.ked
.Letitij Tremble visited Ethel left
Value $,"0.00 p'T.
Mrs. II. .1. Stahl and daughter Anderso.i family. And we will 3 room hne.se.
Brasher Saturday and Sunday.
investigate,
acrp
mottled
his
Fleas-ant
before
Saturwager,
in
Clovis
that
j
Gertrude were
They attend, d literary at
'
majesty gets thro with the Andday shopping.
Hill Saturday ni;,'ht.
A. deeded land, all fenced ;
320
decid40;
Mr. and Mrs. C. II. Westfall erson family, he will have
improvements.
Miss Helen Palmateer is on
family
of and other
a
called on Mr. Rork Friday after- ed never to attack
good wheat. 20 acres in
acres
the sick list this week.
that size again.
row crop, up. $3.00 per acre.
Chester Vaughn visited Willis noon.
ii
wiw
family were
and
Ethridge
Mr.
and
Ada
Misses
Kelly.
night.
V.
C.
$500.00 down, terms at 8 per
Westfall Snurday
days
few
a
claim
on
their
were at Clovis Sat- down
cent. In wheat belt 15 miles
Mr. and Mrs. Deavours were Grace Stahl
.
week..
last
show.
attending
the
night
urday
Northwest of town, on
in Clovis Tuesday.
Worth.
Ft
of
Mullen
Dr.
James Roberts spent Sunday
nr
..rv
A surprise birthday party was
itwf'1'
pf.rt w.Mrf
Texas,
ha bought the Booth
Marks.
Chester
with
night
given Fay Davis by his parents
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American soldier of
luru. hi iin'
Vf the French Im-i- n
I lie outbreak of tin
Fran- pfrial I'l'ii.v
In onlered
o
iMir,
to arrest
Joi n liuikhiirxi. n leader of the Cora
niiinlfltH unit suspected of hnvlng atnlen
ilu.
Ti.n Jnwela. While search-In- n
f..r Hin 11 ttrM, Hcnrlett la ordered to
atr.'Ht Cum. mi ile Vussart and her group
of
them to the Bel
irnl e.-nrgian h. nler. H.'Hrlrtt finds Sylvia Klven
of the o.i.-nriln'iis.'l aa a peaaant and
rarrle l,..r tn I..t Triippe where the
and her fn.'iida are naaembled.
rmntss
All are arrested. The rounteaa aavea
H. iirl. tt from a fatnl fnll from the roof
the house. He denonnrea Buckhurat
aa the leader of the Heda and the coun
tess mnduriN him to where Burkhurat la
German T'hlana deacend on
ecreted.
eacapea during
tli. plare an.l
me melee.
la wounded.
Ha recovers ronsriiitiMieaa In the eounteaa'
la eared
where
he
hfise at M.'rxlir.inn.
ror By the rnunti-aa- .
A nerce battle la
fought in the streets between Krenoh
and Prussian tuldlera.
n

'

Maids-at-Arms"e-

the enemy, band to hand, seemed to
"And now, madame," he continued,
revive the fury of the armored riders. "as monsieur appears to need the
The debris of the regiments closed services of a physician, I shall send
up, long, straight sabers glittered, him a French doctor, brought In this
trembling horses plunged forward, morning from the Chateau of la
broke Into a stiff gallop, and passed Trappe."
through the Infantry, through the rent
He turned bis grim, Inflexible face
in the barricade, and staggered away to the Countess and bowed, tljn he
across the fields, burled In the smoke bowed to me, swung squarely on his
of a thousand rifles.
heel, and walked to the door.
So rode the "Cuirassiers of Mors- "Admit the French doctor," he said
bronn," the flower of an empire's chiv- to the soldier on guard, and marched
alry, the elect of France. 80 rode out, his curved saber banging behind
the gentlemen of the Sixth Lancers his spurred heels.
to shiver their slender spears against
"It must be Dr. Delmont!" I said,
stone walls for the honor of France. looking at the Countess as there came
a low knock at the door,
CHAPTER VI.
She rose unsteadily from her chair;
somebody entered the room behind
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make the fullest reparation even if
It means my death."
The unhappy Countess looked at me.
It goes hard with a woman when her
guide and mentor falls.
"If you return to Paradise, In
.
.
.
as we had ' planned,
may I go," he asked, humbly, "only as
an obscure worker In the cause? I
beg, madame, tbat you will not caat
me off."
So be wanted to go to Morblhan
to the village of Paradise? Why?
The Countess said: "I welcome all
who care for the cause. You will never
hear an unkind word from me If you
desire to resume the work In Paradise. Dr. Delmont will be there; Monsieur Tavernler also, I hope; and they
are older and wiser than 1, and they
have reached that lofty serenity which
Is far above my troubled mind. Ask
them what you have asked of me;
they are equipped to answer you."
It was time for another discord from
me, so I said: "Madams, you have seen
a thousand men lay down their lives
for France. Has It not shaken your
allegiance to that ghost of patriotism
which you call the 'Internationale'?"
The Countess turned her troubled
eyes to me.
"What I have seen, what
have
thought since yesterday has distressed

d

Wooed and Won on Shipboard,
Husband Is Murdered in
Mexico.

FORETOLD

The Gams Begins,
me and I turned, calling out, "WelThe room in the turret was now come, doctor!"
swimming In smoke and lime dust; I
CHAPTER V. Continued.
"Thank you." replied the calm voles
An old house across the street, could scarcely gee the gray figure of of John Buckhurst at my elbow.
powder-mis- t
through
the
Countess
the
which hud been on fire, had collapsed
The Countess shrank aside as Buck
Into a mere mound of slate, charred which drifted In through shutters and hurst coolly passed before her, turned
daydimming
fading
the
beams, and piaster.
Through the
his slim back to the embers of the
brown heat which quivered above the light
Ore, and fixed his eyes on mi those
And now wagon-loadof French pale, slow eyes, passionless as death.
ruins I could see out Into the country.
Ami what I saw wag a line of bills, wounded began to pass, jolting over
'My friend," he observed In Eng
crow nod with smoke, a rolling stretch crushed helmets, rifles, cuirasses, and lish, "do you think you will know me
of meadow below, set here and there the carcasses of dead horses.
again when yon have finished your
Then the sad cortege of prisoners scrutiny?"
with shot-tortrees and
and over this uneven ground two regi- formed In the smoke, the wounded
The Countess, face averted, passed
ments of French cuirassiers and two leaning on their silent comrades, ban- behind my chair.
daged
hanging,
heads
erect,
others
the
squadrons of lancers moving slowly
"Walt,"
and turn
defiant, supporting the crippled or ing directlysaid Buckhurst;
forward as though on parade.
to me, he added: "You
standing
with
arms
folded
and
The cuirassiers moved on slowly,
were mistaken for a hussar at La
beads held high.
the son a blinding sheet of fire on
you were mistaken here for
Trappe;
And at last they started, between a
their armor; now and then a horse
as long as the squsd holding
hussar
tossed his beautiful head, now and two flies of mounted Uhlans Turcos, this house remained In Morsbronn. A
then a steel helmet turned. Cashing. line Infantrymen, gendarmes, lancers, few moments ago the provost mistook
,
I
groaned
aloud: and, towering bead and shoulders you for a civilian." He looked across
"Madame, there rides the finest cav- above the others, the superb cuiras- at the Countess, who already stood
alry in the world I to annihilation." siers.
with her hand on tha doorknob.
Under the window soldiers began
How could I know that tbey were
"If you disturb me," he said, "I have
shooting
crippled
the
horses;
the
coming deliberately to sacrifice them
only to tell the provost the truth.
heavy
bang
flash
T
and
of
rifles
set
the Members of Imperial Police caught
selves
that they rode with death
heavy on their souls, knowing well countess trembling again.
without proper uniform Inside German
Until
firing
the
ceased she stood as lines are shot, seance tenants."
there was no hope, understanding that
though
stupefied, scarcely breathing,
they were to die to Bare the fragThe Countess stood perfectly still s
her splendid hair glistening like molments of a beaten army?
moment, then came straight to me.
"They are doomed, like their fa- ten copper In the red torches' glare
Madame," said' Buckhurst, In .his
Soldiers began to come and go In peculiarly
thers," I muttered "sons of the cuisoft and persuasive voice,
rassiers of Waterloo. Look, madame! the room: some carried off chairs for I am not here to betray this gentle
Look on the men of Prance! You say officers below, some took the pillows man; I am not here even to Justify
M5i
you do not understand the narrow love from the bed, one bore away a deBk myself. I came
here to make repara
on his broad shoulders.
of country!
Look!"
tion, to aek your forgiveness, madame,
The evening had grown chilly; I for
"It Is too pitiful, too horrible." she
the wrong I have done you, and
aid, hoarsely
"How the horses fall was cold to my knees.
Ha
to deliver myself, tf necessary, Into
A soldier offered to build me a fire
In the meadow!"
the hands of the proper French au
"They will fall thicker than that In the great stone fireplace behind me, thorities In expiation of my misguided Diamonds Lay Blazing on My Blanket
and when I assented he calmly zeal."
In this street!"
me dreadfully," she said. "I have
"See!" she cried; "they have begun smashed a chair to kindling-wood- ,
"I do not exactly understand." said tried to Include all the world In a
to gallop! They are coming! Oh, I wrenched off the heavy posts of the I, "how you can expiate a crime here." broader pity, a broader, higher, and
bed, and started a Are which lit up the
cannot look! I cannot!"
"I can at least make retribution," he lets selfish love than the Jealous,
Far away, a tbln cry sounded above wrecked room with Its crimson glare. said, turning the paper box over and
love for one country "
rose
Countess
The
and
looked
the cannon din; the doomed cuiras"You saw the cuirassiers die In the
ever between his flat Angers,
my
around.
pushed
The
soldier
long
siers were cheering. It was the first
"Have you brought me the diamonds street below," I repeated, with the obcharge they had ever made; nobody chair to the blaze, tore down the can- which belong to the state?" I Inquired, stinacy of a limited Intellect.
opy
over
flung
the
bed
and
over
It
me, amused.
had ever seen cavalry of their arm on
"Yes and my heart went out to
Then
any battle-Helof Europe since Wa- stolidly ignoring my protests.
he said, and to my astonish- them," she replied, with an emphasis
"yes,"
be clumped out with his muddy boots ment he drew a email leather pouch that pleased me and startled lluckterloo.
and shut the door behind him.
Now among the thicket of
from his pocket and. laid It on my hurst
For a long while I lay there, full in blanket-coverelong lines of black arose; there was a
"How many
knees.
lluckhurst began to speak, but 1
then diamonds were there?" he asked.
Hash, a belt of smoke, another flesh-t- hen the heat of the fire,
cut him short.
the metallic rattle of bullets on sleeping, then suddenly alert, only to
"Then, madame, If your heart went
"One hundred and three," I replied.
.
steel
Entire ranks of look about me to see the Countess Incredulously, and opened the leather out to the soldiers of France, It went
eyes
:
In
with
motionless
closed,
her
cuirassiers went down In the smoke of
pouch. Inside was a bag of chamols-- I out to Franre, too!"
only to hear the muffled
the Prussian rifles, the sinister clash
'Yes to France," she repeated, and
skin. This I stretched w'de and emp
guns
in
the
of
dark.
the
thunder
I saw her Up begin to quiver.
and crash of falling armor filled the
tied.
A
in
a
moments
the
clock
later
few
air. And, above the Infernal fracas
"Wherein does love for France con
Scores of little balls of tissue-pape- r
rose the heavy cheering of the hallway ittruck nine times. At the rolled out on the blanket over my flict with our creed, madame?" axked
t
cannon-shosame Instant a deadened
doomed riders.
knees; I opened one; It contained a Buckhurst, gently. "It is only hate
Into the deep, narrow street wheeled echoed the clamor of the clock. It diamond; I opened another, another, that we abjure."
the horsemen, choking road and side- was the last shot of the battle. And and another; diamonds lay blazing on
She turned her gray eyes on him.
walk with their galloping squadrons, when the dull reverberations had died my blanket, a whole handful, glitter- "I will tell you: In that dreadful moa solid cataract of Impetuous horses, away Alsace was a lost province,
ing In undlmmed splendor.
ment when the cavalry of France
army was in full retreat.
flashing torrent of armored men
cheered Death In his own awful pres"Count, them," murmured
and then! Crash! the first squadron
fashioning the paper box Into ence, I loved them and their country
my country!
dashed headlong against the barriaa I hud never loved In
a
vith a lid.
cade of wagons and went down.
.
And I hated, too!
With a quick movement I swept all my life. .
Into them tore the squadron behind,
them into my hands, then one by one I hated the men who butchered them
unable to stop their maddened horses,
dropped the Btones white I counted
more! I hated the country where
and Into these thundered squadron
aloud one hundred and two diamonds. the men came from; I hated race and
after squadron, unconscious of the
The one hundred and third jewel was, country and the blows tbey dealt, and
dead wall ahead.
of course, safely In Paris.
Posted behind the upper and lower
When I hnd a second time (Unshed
windows of the houses, the Prussians
the enumeration I leaned back In my
chair, utterly at a loss to account
shot Into them, so close that the
flames from the rifles set the Jackets
for this man or for what he had done.
A
of the cuirassiers on fire. Then a terfar as I could see there was no
logic in it, nothing demonstrated, nothrible butchery of men and horses began.
ing proven. To me and I am not
In front of the barricude a huge
either suspicious or obstinate by nature lluckhurst was still an unrepenfellow reined In his horse and turned,
BOYS LIKE TO OWN THINGS
hand raised, red epautant thief and a dangerouB one,
"Mr. lluckhurst," 1 said, pompously.
lets tossing.
"In bringing these diamonds to me you Give Your Son Possessions That Hs
"Halt! Halt!" he shouted. "Stop
have certainly done all In your power
the lancers!" And a trumpeter, disMsy "Keep," and Hs Will Treasengaging himself from the frantic
to repair an Injury which concerned
ure Them,
all France.
chaos, set bis long, silver trumpet
"As I am situated, of course I canto his lips and blew the "Halt!"
The average boy believes firmly In
Horrible Butchery of Men and
not cow ask you to accompany me to the principle of the private ownership
Then Into thin awful struggle galHorses Began.
loped the two Bquudrons of the lanParis, where doubtless the proper au- of personal property. He would rather
For a moment the street swam leaving on the throe battle-fieldof thorities would gladly admit extenuat- be the sole possessor of a broken
cer
undsr their fluttering red and white Worth, Relchnhoffen, and Froschwet-le- r ing circumstances, and credit you with handled knife with no blades tban a
then a volley swept
affair In
sixteen thousand dead, wounded, a sincere repentance. Hut I put you pearl handled,
on your honor to surrender at the first partnership, asserts Thomas W.Lloyd
them another another and down and missing soldiers of France.
they went.
In the Mother's Magazine.
About seven o'clock that morning opportunity."
It was ae stupidly trite a speech aa
In fact, the desire to own something
The street was still crowded with a gaunt, leatherfticed Prussian officer,
entrapped cuirassiers,
to possess property Is Inherent In
In ImmacuhUe in his somber uniform, en- I could think of.
huddled
croups or riding up and down the tered the room without knocking.
lluckhurst glanced up at me. Was all mankind. And mothers should enwalls mechanically seeking shelter. A
"Monsieur, 1 have the honor to band ho taking my measure anew, Judging deavor to foster this desire. It will
few of these, dismounted, were wear- you a copy of regulations. I am the me from my bray?
not only Increase the boy's happiness,
ily attempting to drag a heavy cart provost marshal; all complaints should
"I could easily aid you to leave but will teach him the value of acquiaway from the barricade; the Prus- be brought to me. A list of the Inhab- Morsbronn," he said, stealthily.
He
proper limits.
sition, within
"Oho," thought I, "so you're a Ger- should have his own playthings, bis
sians shot them, one at a time, but itants of Morsbronn will be made toothers tame to help, and a few lan- day. You will have the goodness to man agent, too, as I suspected." Put own tools, his own' books, his own
cers aided them, and at length tbey dcclure yourself and you also, mad- I said, aloud, simulating astonishment: clothes, and a place of bis own In
'
managed to drag a
aside, ame. There being other buildings bet- "Do you mean to say, Mr. Buckhurst, which to keep them.
A boy who Is permitted to do this
giving a narrow passage to the open ter fitted, no soldiers will be quartered that you would deliberately risk death
to aid a police officer to bring you be- will take better care of things than It
country beyond. I r Bluntly the Prus- in this house."
The officer evidently mistook me for fore a military tribunal In Paris?"
owned In partnership, and he will
sian Infantry swermed out of the
hero learn eagerly to have a place for his
"I do not desire to pose as
houses and into the street, shouting, the owner of the bouse and not a
"Prisoners!" pushing, striking, and prisoner. A blanket bid my hussar or a martyr," he said, quietly, "but things and to keep them In their
dragging the exhausted cuirassiers trousers and boots; be could only see I regret what I have done, and I will place. And this Is a valuable lesson.
younger boy wear his
do what an honest man can do to to not malt
Put contact with my ragged shirt.
crota tbstf saddle
loop-bol-

A REAL TRAGEDY

tc

?WO. IRWIN avers

BOOT.

HER ROMANCE IS

SQrT

the evil they wrought on France my
France! That la ths truth; and I realise it!"
After a silence Buckhurst said: "All
that may be, madame, yet not impair
your creed.
"What!" she said, "does not hatred
of the stranger impair my creed?"
"It will die out and give place to

reason."
"When?
When I attain the lofty,
dispassionate level I have never attained.
That will not be while this
war endures."
"Who
knows?" said Buckhurst
.

gently.
I said, abruptly: "80 you are not going to denounce me to ths Prussian
provost?"
He lifted his
head and
gazed at the Countess with an ad
mirable pathos which seemed a mute
appeal for protection from brutality.
That question Is a needless one.
said the Countess, quietly. "It was a
cruel one, also. Monsieur Scarlett"
I did not mean It as an offensive
question," said I. "I was merely reciting a fact, most credltatle to Mr.
Buckhurst. And If It be true that Mon
sieur liurkhurst desires to atone for
for what has happened, then It Is per
fectly proper for me, even aa a prisoner myself, to speak plainly. Is It
not my duty, as a guardian of national
Interests, to point out to Mr. Buckhurst his honest errors? Certainly It
Is, madams, and this Is the proper
time."
Turning pompously to Buckhurst I
fancied I could almost deteot a sneer
on that Inexpressive mask he wore at
least I hoped could, and I said, hear
well-shape-

1

I:

"Monsieur, for a number of years
there has passed under our eyes hers
In France certain strange phenomena

HIS

DOOM

American Shot Dead With Own Rs
volverby Enraged Employes Sisters, Alleging Loan, 8us to
Recover From Estats.
New
tragedy of Mexican life Is revealed In a suit in the
supreme court.
The immediate action concerns only
0
the efforts of a sister to recover
from the $1,500,000 estate of her
brother, who was murdered In Mexico.
Behind it all appear the details of a
shipboard courtship, the marriage, the
hazardous life In the turbulent coun
try and the last scene, the violent
death of the husband after be bad accumulated a fortune at the cost of
much hardship.
In the fall of 1907 Albert H. Law
rence, whose name at birth was
started for Mexico to look
after "EI Portrero" sugar plantation,
In the state of Vera Cruz. On the
same steamship was Miss Virginia
Fernet, a young southern society woman, whose father, accompanying her,
was a large sugar-cangrower In Mexico
Betrothed en Voyage.
Lawrence and Miss Pernet were en
gaged to be married before the vessel
arrived at Vera Cruz. Even the details
of the nuptials had been arranged In
the brief courtship. Owing to parental
opposition, however. Miss Pernet was
not married to Lawrence until late In
York.-Anoth-

er

$20.-00-

e

1908.

The turmoil of the revolution-stricen country did not appeal to the gen
tle tastes of the southern woman, and
Lawrence himself became unhappy on
his wife's account
When Lawrence came to New York
in 1912 to attend to some business affairs he hud a premonition oi Impending peril which he confided to his secretary Mrs Mott "This will be the
lust time you will ever see me," said
Lawrence. "I have a premonition that
will never aguin come to New York.
Someone is going to kill me."
And Lawrence, so convinced that he
had properly rend bla own horoscope,
began making preparations for his
impending fate He gathered togeth- -

Thousands of Frenchmen have, so to
speak, separated themselves from the
rest of the nation.
"France Is only a name to them;
they were born there, tbey live there,
they derive their nourishment
from
her without gratitude. Hut France
is nothing to them; their mother-lanis the Internationale!"
I was certain now tbat the shadow
of a sneer had settled In the corners
of lluckhurst s thin lips.
"llellove me, madame, the time Is
coming when the whole world will rise
to combut this Internationale; and
when the mask Is dragged from Ha
benignant visage, there, grinning be
hind, will appear the same old 'Specter Kouge,' torch in one hand, gun In
the other, squatting behind a barricade of
I wagged my bead dolefully.
"1 could not have rested had I not
warned Mr. Buckhurst of this," I said.
sentimentally.
Which was fairly well done, con'
aider) jg that I was figuratively lament
log over the Innocence of the most
accomplished scoundrel that ever sat
In the supreme council of the Inter
nationale.
lluckhurst looked thoughtfully at
the floor.
"Your earnestness almost converts
me," he said, lifting his stealthy eyes
The Countess appeared weary and
perplexed.
"At all events," she sold, "we must
do nothing to embarrass France now
we must do cothlng until this fright
ful war Is ended."
After a silence lluckhurst said, "But
you will go to Paradise, madame?'
"Yes," replied the Countess, list-- Killed Lawrence With His Own
lessly.
Weapon.
Now, what In Heaven's name ater
all his private papers and placed
tracted that rogue to Paradise?
tn em in a safe deposit vault,
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
lie.
bought an automatic revolver and
started back to Mexico and bis death.
Slain With Own Revolver.
One duy not long after he arrived
back on his plantation Lawrence was
seated at his desk. His revolver lay
on his desk beside him. Charles Ball- let. an employee, suffering from some
Imaginary wrong, his mind affected by
older brother's clothing which the the constant fear and dread In which
latter has outgrown, It It can be avoid- the people lived In the disturbed couned.
Of course In some families, try, came Into the ofllce.
Grabbing tho revolver from the
w'jnre every cent counts, this cannot
bt holped. Every boy, and we speak desk, Baillet killed Lawrence with bis
from c.vnorioiice, hates to wear an- own weapon
Lawrence's will left his entire es
other's clothes. He wants his own.
Give him his own bureau drawer tate to his wife. Despite the manv
and at least a portion of a closet, and obstacles he hnd been highly successteach blm habits of orderliness and ful, and It was believed that his essystem In the cars of his possessions. tate was valued at more than $3,000,-00But the value dwindled to $1,500,.
Thess habits are easily learned when
young, and their value to the man of 000. Hannah and Ray Lesr.ynsky, sisters of the dead planter, brought a suit
business Is Incalculable.
n Mexico to break his will but lost
Llfs's Ills snd Compensations.
Hannah I.eszynsky died, and Rav
For everything you have missed you has continued the suit In New York
else.
have gained something
Ths to the extent of demanding $20,000
whole story of earthly existence li from her brother's estate
She al
Many a gift leges that her mother, Mrs. Amelia
one of compensations.
we craved and were denied held in Leszynsky. loaned her brother, known
Its train ills we are glad to have as Lawrence, $20,000. and that before
beeu spared. Many a sorrow tbat has he death of the mother she assigned
darkened our way, though Its mem- this claim to her two daughters.
ory may still remain bitter, has
wrought some change of character 01
Ths Deadly Hatpin.
conditions that we would be unwilling
New York. At the poltn of a long.
to give up. The allotment of Joys and sharp hatpin, Mrs. Dora Caton marchgriefs Is more carefully
measured ed a burglar to a police station,
after
than we are accustomed to think, anf she bad captured blm in ber
mor
sasa
Marly
lives
of
ths
1

paving-blocks.-
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PLEASURE

FOUND IN VEGETABLE GARDEN

RAILROAD FOR ALASKA
GREAT

PROJECT

INAUGURATED

WOULD SERVE TWO PURPOSES
Claim That 8teel Tie Will Prevent
Wreoke and Help to 8top Depletion of the Fore its.

BY GOVERNMENT.

SKA

0.

.....

A steel railroad tie has recently
been perfected which the tnventor
away with av large per
claims
Only 8econd In Importance to the centage will do
of railroad wrecks. The new
Building of the Panama Canal-- Will
tie absolutely prevents rail spreading,
Be Known as the
the most frequent cause of wrecks,
8usltna Route.
and on account of Its peculiar surface
it makes an excellent cattle guard
The second great achievement by also. For the same reason, human
thla government In a generation la at trespassers would have a difficult
hand the construction of a governmen- time following a railroad track on
t-owned
railroad in Alaska. This which these ties were used, and conEskimo Children
project Is a feat second only In im- sequently the yearly death rate of Uncle Sam to Send Toys to
portance to the building ot the Pan- 5,000 persons from that cause would
ama canal. Indeed, it is a rival of be greatly diminished.
generoue father to the children under his
tff ASI1INGTON. Uncle Sam, toa feed,
the canal, for the extension of railCareful tests of the new ties on a
clothe and provide proper shelter for
official care, la preparing
roads into Alaska will open up a new railroad in Oklahoma show that they
the native colony on the seal reserve of the Pribilof islands. He will need avast region of almoBt unprecedented
have wearing properties at least five
vast and varied assortment of supresources and productivity.
times as great as wooden ties. No
piles.
"js "J " 'V
The government roud will be built spikes are necessary, and for the rea1,108 hftVe bPen asked ,or' and th
tc?
1
under the direction of the Alaskan en- son that they are
tho
specifications show that the govern
&T?'j!?r
gineering commission, consisting of working gung can be decreased to one- ment requires everything from box.
William C. Kdes, chairman; Thomas
kites and comic masks for the
Rlggs, Jr., and Lieutenant Frederick
youngsters in the reserves to arms
Mears, late superintendent of the Panand ammunition, boots and shoes, furama railroad. The commission is now
niture and carpets, groceries, hay and
in A lucks.
grain, paints, oils and glass, clothing,
t 1 !
InThe entire cost of the railroad,
lumber, toolB and implements and othcluding the purchase of the Alaska
er supplies and articles ot general
Northern railroad, it Is estimated will
merchandise, such as would be used
be $20,800,000. Congress has approby a community of from two hundred to three hundred persons. The supplies
priated $35,000,000, and It is believed
are to last the long winter through for the officials and natives on the reserve.
that $30,000,000 at most will be sufThe specifications in their unromantic way give one Item as follows:
ficient.
"Paper, feBtoonlng, suitable for Christmas decorating, In pieces ot about
This Indicates what the administrathirty feet each, three dozen ploces."
tion thinks of Alaska, for which the
When the government clerk in Washington wrote this specification, perUnited States paid Russia only
haps it occurred to blm that Uncle Sam had time in the mundane rush of
tax wa"WWWKt
J im,t m
providing food for bis charges to think of their holiday and recreational needa
From Alaskan territory gold bullion
as well.
T
worth more than $200,000,000 already i
"Baseballs, borsehlde cover, rubber center."
has been produced, and the total of
So runs a line In the schedule ot sundries.
Alaskan resources in furs and fishLittle Eskimo kids In the frozen Northland are to have tbe opportunity
eries, as well as minerals, probably
of every American lad to learn to play baseball.
Forty-eigh- t
now exceeds $500,000,000.
Ingersol watches are to be supplied.
'A
Among the grocery Items Is one for 300 pounds of candy, American
"The route adopted Is known as the
mixed, In pails. As a luxury there will be In addition 24 pounds of
Susitna route,", says a statement by
candy, assorted.
Secretary Lane, "and extends from
Aj' to HIM JwJLmT
Among the canned goods and grocery luxuries are such Itema as muscat
Seward on Resurrection bay to Fairgrapes, Bahama pineapples, asparagus, strawberries, Jelly, almonds, olives,
banks on the Tanana river, a distance
salad oil and other food articles to serve as dessert or dress the table on
of 471 miles. This route includes the
existing Alaska Northern railroad,
state occasions.
If the Claims of the Inventor Prove
for tbe girls, ribbon and side and back combs.
which runa from Seward through the
There are
True, This Steel Tie Will Eliminate
To satisfy male tastes, the government has called for bids for 6,000
Kenal peninsula for a distance of 71
Railroad Wrecks Due to Defective
cigars, 1,000 Habana cigars, ten boxes of cigarette paper and many
miles to Turnagaln arm. This route
Rails.
la to be bought from Its present owhundreds ot pounds of smoking tohacco.
ners by the government for $1,150,000, half Its usual size. In large quantities
$500,000 ot which will be paid on July the steel ties represent a saving to
Old Shells on His
1, 1915. and the balance July 1, 1916. the railroad of $320 per track mile.
Washington Man
"From Turnagaln arm the route Is
A strong argument In favor of the
to be extended through the Susitna new tie la that the enormous depletion
farm near Gles-alley and across Broad pass to the of the American forests could be fFHEN Jphn Martin acquired his large, peaceful-lookinwar
would have him
of
terrors
suspected
the
point
that
he
boro
little
Tanana river and from there on to checked to a large extent. World's
sitting up at nights through sheer anxiety. Martin, a Washington newspaper
Fairbanks.
Advance.
man, had alwaya supposed that wp.r
"A side line is to run from Matan-uskwaa war and peace was peace but
Junction into the Matunuska coal
Unusual Railroad.
now be knows differently. For be has
field, a distance of 38 miles. The road
What is probably the most unusual
s
of a ton ot
is to be built with its present base railroad in the United Slates has its harvested
at Ship Creek, on Cook'a inlet, and terminal in a small town In the back- unexploded shells dating back to 1805
from this point it Is expected that woods of Mississippi. There are ten and he hasn't the faintest Idea what
he Is going to do with them.
miles ot track, including a three-milThe shells, some spherical and
branch, and the entire rolling stock some cylindrical, had been resting
engine
and
consists of a
quietly in the mud ot the Anacostla
one car that must have antedated the river and were hauled out when the
Miocene period. The road Is owned rrver bottom waa used to reclaim porby one man who acts aa engineer, con tions of the flats. Soon after the plow
One ing began one of the colored men found a bomb about halt the size of a
ductor, fireman and brakeman.
trip a day is made and at the start man's bead. He approached Martin, lightly Juggling his discovery.
he goes through the car, collects the
"Boss." be said, "what does I do wit dls?" Martin took one careful look
fares and tells the passengers to get and turned-verpale. The cap of the ancient missile waa in place. One
out and help gather wood tor the en good Jolt and almost anything might happen.
glne. Aft,er a
trip the train
"You take that far, far away," ordered Martin. "Take it to tbe remotest
comes to a halt at a sort of crossroads,
section of the field and aet It down carefully."
where the branch line connects, the
On other portions ot tbe field similar unwelcome discoveries were made.
whole road resembling the letter Y. Nor waa this all. The plowshares turned up projectiles ot modern appear
The engineer again makes the round ance and evidently In the best of health. All of these were heaped up in a
of tbe passengers and takes a vote as pile about the size of a
desk.
to which direction the train Is to take.
If the majority want to go to the
northwest, that is the road the train Museum
History
Human Side of
takes, and If they want to go to the
southwest, then it goes in that dlrec
RECENT report on the United States National museum gives an account
tion for the remaining three miles and
of tbe origin and development or the division ot history which will
those who wanted to go the other way
The division was originally organised to Illusappaal to every American
are forced to wulk across a
trate the history of the United States
strip of woods and swamp to get to
from colonial times, by exhibiting
their destination.
such relics and memorial! ot noteworthy personages and events, and
OCEAN
Canada'a Railroads.
domestic life of the country, as could
Had not the war seriously unsettled
be brought together into groups of
industry and trade throughout Canada,
objects
representing the different
in
developed
would
have
dominion
the
MlkKOAAS BUluT
periods. One striking feature In this
1?15 a trunk line railroad mileage of
connection, which haa been added
approximately 40,000 miles, including,
during the past year, la the unique
ot course, all subsidiary or contracted
The Route From Seward to Fairbanks lines
American period costume collection
through
Ainerl
and lines running
Is the One Selected by the Govern- can territory. This would have placed
of nineteen dresses belonging to the
ment for the First Railroad to Pierce
successive hostesses-- ' of the White
tbe country second to no other in the
the Interior of Alaska. From Cor- world in railroad standing. The coin House from the time of Martha Washington to that of a recent administration. These costumes are so exhibited on lay figures as to bring out the
dova the Copper River Railroad pletlon of the Grand Trunk-Pacififull effects of the gowns, although no effort has been made to reproduce tbe
Already Runa In a Few Miles. The system
been retarded The Hue
baa
faces of the Individuals. Several other dresses and a great number of accesShaded Lines Show Other Railroad extending westward
from Winnipeg to
sories of apparel, Including shawls, shoes, hats and bonnets, gloves, handProjects Which Will In Time Open
tbe Pacific terminus at Prince Rupert, kerchiefs,
combs, fans, and jewelry arelso on display.
Up That Entire Section of Alaska.
R, C, has been in operation for some
Among the costumes and uniforms of American men shown are a unithe Matanuska coal will be shipped months, but the line from Winnipeg to form and dress suit of George Washington, a court suit of Qen. Thomis
during the greater portion of the Moncton N. 13., tbe terminus on tbe Plnckney, the court dress and other attire of James Monroe,
and the uniform
Atlantic, is not yet completed, and the
year."
coat of Uen. Andrew Jackson, worn at the battle of New Orleana.
funds for its completion, under pres
Protecting Railroad Employees' Eyes. ent circumstances, may not soon be
With the object of protecting Its em available. Many expectations founded Doric Column
Lincoln Memorial
Sample of
ployees against permanent injury to on its opening up rich territories In
disap
Quebec
will
be
Ontario
and
the eye or eight, the Baltimore &
DORIC column of pure white marble, forty-fou- r
Ohio Railroad company. In a circular pointed for a while. Scientific Amerl
feet In height and about
A seven feet
In diameter, rises on the north side of the central terrace of
hint Issued, urges that in all cases ot can.
Injury or of the lodgment of foreign
the plateau forming the foundation of the $2,000,000 marble memorial to
particles In the eye, the employee at
Railroads Use Telephones.
President Lincoln In West Potomac
Telephones
have displaced tele- park.
jure get the services of a computiy
physician, whenever this be possible, graph instruments for train dispatchIt was erected by the contractors
ing service on CO.000 out of the
for the superstructure mainly to
rather than attempt to treut the
miles of railroads In this coun- demonstrate the beauty and effect ot
or allow fellow employees to do
o. Railroad experience cites many try, C. H. Wilson, superintendent of Colorado Tule marble, tbe stone of
Instances of permanent Injury to the long distance wires of the American which the memorial is to be consye or total loss of sight sustained as Telephone and Telegraph company, structed. It has been greatly admired
be results of attempts by inexperln:ed told Speciul Examiner Marshall of by all who have seen It. Including the
persons to usurp the office of surgeon, the Interstate commerce commission, omclals of the government supervis
who was holding a hearing on the coming the work of construction and the
rhe Immediate securing of medical
many tLutisands of people who drive
plaints ot the Grain Dealers' associait is "eld, eliminates the
of Infection. Scientific Amerl- - tion of Chicago. The grain dealers al- or walk through the park. One ot
lege discrimination by the telegraph tbe features ef the memorial, as designed by Henry Bacon, is a colonnade
an.
companies, by leasing telegraph wires unrounding the walla of Memorial hall, containing a statue of Lincoln d
prlvntely to the disadvantage of the heroic size. That colonnade will consist of 36 Doric columns, svmhollzlng
Small Town Makes Boast
Kamlonps, R. C, a town of about public.
the Union of 1865, each column representing a state existing at the time of
tlx thousand people, boasts the ks- L. B. Foley, general superintendent Lincoln's death. There will be nine columns on each side. The experimental
lession of the "longest street car sys- - of the Delaware, Lackawanna & West- column no standing gives an Idea of their composition, alie and general
appearance. Its 44 feet of height Is made up of 11 drums, each four feet thick.
em in the world." The Canadian Pa- - ern railroad, testified that his road.bnd
lftc railroad, which extends from the been operating trains for five years on and Joined to give the effect of a monolith. Having aerved lta purpose as an
!!
Atlantic to the Pacific, runa through telephone dispatches wl:lioiit a
exhibit. It Is to be taken down to permit of the construction of tbe
ot
the Memorial ball standing within the proposed colonnade.
:he main streets of the town.
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Farmer at Work With Corn Seed Drill.
One of the greatest Joys In farming much better condltloo for the crops,
Is the growing of Itne vegetables for As soon as one crop is taken out the

home use. On the average farm, with
plenty of land and dressing, we can
grow better vegetables than we can
buy, and bo do the work that will be
a pleasure rather than a burden.
To get the best results we must
start with, a
plan, and
study the business until we become
enthusiastic, and take a pride and in
terest In the work.
Study the seedsmen's catalogues
early and order the seeds before the
supply is exhausted. It is good practice to consult with some of the successful gurdeners and truck growers
and get all the points possible.
They make a study of the business
in order that they may take advantage
of any new Improvements and grow
varieties adapted to local conditions,
Such men will give us valuable information about new things which they
have tested.
It Is not easy to make a garden in
one year, although one year's work,
rlRhtly done, will show good results
Hegln the work
for several years.
the previous fall; rake together ref
use and put it in the compost heap;
then plow the ground rather deep
and leave the furrows on edge during
the winter.
Freezing, thawing and soil aeration
are benetlciul and destroy insects. In
the spring such soils dry out in a
few days and are easily prepared for
planting.
All gurden crops require Immense
quantities of plunt food. The plants
have been so changed by improved
methods of aelecilou and different en
vlroninents that they require a great
amount of plant food to reach their
best possible development.
Kuril manure la the best fertilizer.
Chemicals are good In their place,
and when used by experts produce
truly wonderful results, but they are
unsufe In the hands of a novice and
should not be used until one has had
experience and have our soils in a
high state of fertility.
It is better
to limit the size of the garden to the
amount of available manure.
Hefore plowing In the fall make
heavy application of manure, and In
the spring, after fitting the seed bed
use plenty of the
ma
nure In the rows and bills. Failure
with vegetable crops Is due more to
lack of manure than any other thing
Intense cultivation during the grow
Ing seaHon destroys the weeds and
keeps the soil In ideal condition for
plant roots to thrive in. The secret
of success in transplanting cabbage,
onion, lettuce and other plants Is in
keeping the weeds under control until time to set out the plants.
Allowing seed weeds to germinate
and destroying the weeds early in the
season saves much work of cultlva
tlon and hoeing.
Eliminate beds. Plunt long rows
and leave room at the ends to turn
around with the horse and cultivator,
l'lant potatoes at each end of the
garden, for they are not seriously
damaged by tramping while turning
around.
We grow enough potatoes In this
way for the home use and seed the
grournl with turnips after the potaKeep down the
toes are harvested.
weeds, for a small plot well tilled
will afford all the tine vegetables
needed by a large family.
Much
and
work is avoided If one has good Implements. By bousing and carefully
handling, a few tools can be bought
from time to time, until one has a
good set.
A wheel boe is a labor saver, ami
tile weeder attachments are effective
In killing small weeds when they are
starting. The wheel hoe can be used
either between the rows or on each
It
side of a row, In level culture.
can be set to throw the dirt either
way, and elimlnatea much hard work.
l'luut rows wide enough to get
through with a horse and cultivator.
Implements are
A few
better than a whole lot of miscellaneous ones. Plun to go over the garden at least twice a week during the
growing season,
Kvery garden maker should vary
plans to suit his needs, as no two
families will Yigree as to the amounts
and kinds of vegetables they will
grow. The time to plant varies with
Consult experienced
each locality.
gardeners in your locality about the
time to plant the various vegetables.
Study the approximate time it takes
for each crop to mature, and plan to
kee'p the ground occupied by some
growing crop all times during the
growing season.
In this way we get moro crops off
a given area and keep the toll la
back-achin-

n

'

kuee-acblu-

soil should be put In condition for the
next plants to go in.
Weeds are largely eliminated by
this practice. A few crops require
a whole seuson to mature in, such as
Long Ulood beets, egg plant, water
melons,
peppers,
onions,
winter
squash and tomatoes.
Other vegetables mature quickly, as string
beans, lettuce, turnip beets, summer
squash and turnips.
Radishes ran be grown very quick'
ly and reseeded In the same rows.
It Is not an easy matter to say Just
which varieties will thrive best In
the various localities. It would be
like advising when to plant the differ
ent varieties.
One will make no mistake In study
ing the seed catalogues and the agrl
cultural bulletins, for they aim to give
reliable information.
It Is better to
stick to the standard varieties that
have proved adapted to your locality,
Celery, cabbages, cauliflowers, tur
nips, tomatoes, eggplant and some of
the other vegetables may be trans.
planted from May until July. June la
the best time for transplanting celery
and fill the cabbage family when the
vegetables are wanted for winter use,

ERADICATING PESTS
FROM FARM GARDEN
Onion Worm Is Formidable Foe
to Deal With Green Aphis
Saps Vigor of Cucumber.
(By M. ROBURTB CONOVER.)

War should be waged from the first
appearance of any garden pests; for,
from the grub or maggot that feasts
upon the tender onion bulbs to the
tiny green aphis that saps the vigor
of the melon or cucumber through Its
foliage, their depredations advance
rapidly.
When your onions flatten their
green tops on the ground pull up sev
eral and examine the bulb. If you
find It a wriggling mass of tiny worms,
you have a formidable guest to deal
with.
Dig up the affected onlona and destroy them, If the bed la not extensively Infested, then make an emulsion of
carbolic acid and soapsuds In the pro
portion of one pound of hard soup,
one gallon of water and one pint of
crude carbolic acid.
Dissolve the soap In the water and
add the carbolic acid, stirring until It
forms an emulsion.
Then dilute It
f
quarts of wewith seven and
ter. Tour this down the rows, close
to the plants.
Holes eaten In cabbage leaves are
due to the cabbage worm; a green
creature, whose appetite demands an
extensive area of leaf food.
Paris
green mixed with land plaster, in the
proportion of four ounces of purls
green to twenty-fivof land pluster,
will kill them.
This Is dusted over the plunts from
a covered tin vessel with a perforated
bottom.
When done during the
growth of the plant this does not render tbem Injurious as food, aa the
growth Is from the center.
But If your young cabbage plants
are nipped off Just above the ground
with a smooth, clean cut, aave your
plaster. A cutworm has been there.
He Is the meanest creature ever held
on a charge of malicious mischief. He
delights In compost and you will And
him near the finest vegetables.
This worm comes out of the ground
In cool, cloudy weather, or at night
lie will nip off any valuable plant In
his vicinity and retire. A circle of
poisoned bran about the plants will
destroy these worms. Two ounces ot
parls green are mixed with twenty
Ave pounds of bran. This should be at
least three inches from the plants .else
the poison will Injure them.
A collar of stiff, brown paper, so
large as not to choke the plant at any
atage of growth. Is a protection, If It
extends an Inch below, and an Inch
and a half above ground.
A handful of tobacco atems, mixed
with the soil In the bill, is destructive
to pests, and does not Injure plants.
When the striped beetle appears on
the squash, cucumber and melon
vines, dust tbem thoroughly with land
plaster, and repeat after each rain, aa
soon aa they appear.
When the radishes are affected with
wire worms, the second planting
should be made In an unlnfested soil.
Do not destroy the toad that hops
contentedly down the garden path. He
la your faithful ally In aubdulng Insect
one-hal-
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"Surest thing" for the shore or any other place, it is a suit
that you know before hand is absolutely faultless in style and
shapely with a shapeliness that has "come to stay."
You will secure the most desirable results if you wear

JwOn

ICtedibamii Clothes
$15, $20, and up to $25.
London shrunk by cold-watprocess-t- he
only way to assure
shapeliness after exposure to dampness.
In all the correct cloths and colorings and those intimable
models that make men look forward to each new season with
eager expectancy.
"Look for the Guarantee and Price Ticket on the Sleeve"
er
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Visit Whiting's Variety Store
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
Gertrude Downing Norris
Fishing Party
Seeds, Bulk Seeds
Boyd Reed, a real estate dealPat O'Connell, who was
Dead
A fishing party went to HereGarden and Field seeds now
er of Portales, was in the city
seriously ill at Waco,
A message was received here ford Saturday,' going from there in, and a fine lot they
are.
Tuesday.
Texas, returned Monday. Mr. yesterday announcing
the death 10 miles down the Tierra Blanco When you need seeds of any
See Whiting's arl in this issue.
Mrs. Joyce Jackson and son, O'Connell is greatly improved in o f Mrs. Gertrude
Downing where they camped out at what kind, get thorn at Clovis CreamMallard,
left Friday for Wichita, health.
Norris at Miami, Arizona, and they claim wa3 one of the best ery and Produce Co. and save
.i. D. Fleming was in from the
Kansas to visit relatives.
Iron Clad Hosiery, the very stating that her body was being fishing Bpots in this section of money.
farm Wednesday.
f
brought to her home in Melrose the country.
In addition to
Miss
Alexander,
one
best.
of
A.
the
Rodes.
J.
Miss Hancock left last week
tor burial beside that of her catching u liberal supply of cat Hoes. Rakes and garden tools.
teachers in the Clovis Schools,
for Las Vegas.
Gibson, son of Dr. II. father and brother-in-law- ,
Wajter
left Friday for her home in R.
who fish and perch they caught two Phone 72. We deliver.
Gibson, the Osteopath, left died recently.
Visit Whiting's Variety Store. Illinois.
bass averaging 4 pounds each.
for Pampa, Texas, where he will
Mrs Norris. who was perhaps
Those who made up the paity
T. J. Mabry, of Crosby ton,
Shoes! Shoes! Shoes! for all be employed i n the harvest better
known in Clovis as Ger were Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Texas, is here vniting a friend.
fields.
the family. A. J. Rodes.
trude Downing, resided here for Davenport. Mr. and Mrs. Felix
Judge C. M. Compton, of
W
some
A.
Stockton,
Plain,
.
of
time with her sister. Mrs. Herbert, Mr. and Mrs. E. A. For Sale:
and
R.
C.
Reid,
of Roswell. the
Portales, was in the city Tues
w.
M.
Kennedy. She was em Gurley. Mr. and Mrs. A. B
Effie
Mrs.
Perkins,
of
Field,
Mayor
first
of
Clovis.
was
in
the
One of the best Jersey Milk
day.
were married last week in the ployed in the Southwestern Dmiro Hubbard and Warren Coplen.
city Tuesday and Wednesday.
Cows in Curry county. Will be
"
Miss lone Austin has accepted
spacious rooms of the county Store for several months and was
fresh June first. A. M. Works.
Mrs. J. T. Miller and little
position as saleslady at Luik
very popular with the vounirer
office.
clerks
ltp.
daughter
left Tuesday for
Ben Moss, Chief Clerk at the
art's store.
Oil and Gasoline Stoves. Re set. The cause of her death was
Texas, to visit her mother.
Clovis Postoffice, returned last
given as typhoid fever.
J. F. Ohr, who has a fine farm
frigerators. Phone 72,
Notice of Suit.
week from Melrose, where he
Sudan
10
Grass
Seed
cents
a
northwest, was in the city WedTo
Maggie
Gooch:
spent several days visiting his
pound. Clovis Feed Store. J. A.
nesday.
You
will
take notice that a
McFarlin Proprietor.
The Odd Fellow Lodge will father and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
tf.
T71T
The Antlers hotel is being
suit
has
been
filed and is now
S.
H.
Moss.
have their Memorial Services at
Joe Sherman, a merchant of
pending in the District Court of
renovated from basement to
Lyceum
the
Thenter, Sunday
Mrs. Will Thompson, of Ros Curry County,
Ed Taylor has severed his
Taiban, was in the city Satur
ttic.
New Mexico, in
day. He expects to sell out at connection with a local vehicle night. The Order will march in well. is visiting her sister, Mrs. which Eugene Gooch
is plaintiff
Mrs. J. D. Lyons and daughter
concern and is now engaged in a body from the Masonic Hall to Thos. Davenport for several and you the said Maggie
Taibau and locate in Clovis. .
Gooch
went to Amarillo Sunday for a
tne plumbing business, tie is the Theater building. Every- days, while en route to Kansas are defendant, and that said
Many kinds of
few days.
body is cordially invited to
City to join Mr. Thompson, who suit is
an experienced plumber.
numbered 873 on the
Dick Polk and J. E. Love, of Dress Goods. A. J. Rodes.
a linotype operator.
is
Civil Docket of Baid Court, and
F. W. James and Rev. D. A.
Melrose, were up in their "flivMrs. Harry Crawford
was Sanford, the Episcopal Minister
that Harry L. Patton, whose
ver" car Tuesday.
called to San Marcial, N. M. on at Clovis, went to Claud Sunday
business and
address
Civil Service Examination for account of the sudden death of where Mr. Sanford preached at
is Clovis, New Mexico, is attor
ney for plaintiff in said suit.
rural mail carrier out of Havener her brother.
the Lincoln school house.
will beheld in Clovis. June 26th.
You will further take notice
Visit Whiting's Variety Store
Billie Nelson, a railroad conthe general object of said
that
A. C. Pace, who is cu itlvating
Otis Johnson returned home tractor who is well known in
suit
that the said plaintiff,
is
The local Lodges of the Independant Order of Odd Fela large tract of land south of Saturday from Helen and other Clovis, was in the city Friday.
Eugene
Gooch, obtain and relows
will hold their Memorial Services at the Lyceum Thefclacktower, was in town Wed point3 west, where he went on The Nelson Bros, constructed
cover
a
decree of divorce from
Sunday
atre
tiesday.
evening,
June 6th. at 8 o'clock. The pastors
the depot and Harvey House.
business for the Santa Fe,
you upon the grounds of deserof
Baptist,
the
being
Methodist
Churches
and
Christian
Mr. and Mrs. Thos. Davenport
Bring your hens to Clovis
tion.
Misses Ethel Herby and Ber- members of the Order will suspend their services and take
have leased the Ueidoria hotel Creamery and Produce Co. We nice Fry, who recently gradu
You will further take notice
part in the Memorial Services.
from R. C. Reid and took charge are paying 10c Cash for nice fat ated from
unless you appear, answe
that
Clovis High
Following is the program for the evening:
on the 1st.
hens
or plead in said suit on or
School,
left Sunday for Las
Special Music
Choir
J. J. Spurlin, who has a farm
the 9th day of July, 1915. judg- - 1
George and Henry Birdsall, of Vegas to attend the summer
ment by default will be ren- Scripture Reading
northwest of Clovis near the Havener, were in the city Mon- Normal.
Bro. Lambert
Running Water Draw, was in day. Mr. Birdsall says that the
against
dered
you and the
Song
Congregation
J. R. Darnell, of Portales. Jim
plaintiff
the city after supplies Monday closing exercises of the Havener Burton and Pink West, of Elida.
will
apply
to the Court
Prayer
.Bro. Messer
for
nd he reports a heavy rain at Public Schools were a treat to passed
prayed
relief
the
for in his
through the city; in a car
Special Music
Choir
complaint filed in said suit.
tus place Wednesday-- .
the people of that community.
Tuesday en route to the northern
Memorial
..Bro. Messer
In Witness Whereof, I have
Miss HazaJ Shontz, of Alva,
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. French are end of the county.
Song
Quartet
hereunto
set my hand as Clerk
Oklahoma, is the guest of her visiting their parents, J. F. Ohr
The rural districts are well
of
said
Court,
Address
"Principles
Bro.
OddfellowshipV
Reece
and affixed the
of
Mrs.
Aunt,
Ida Osborne. Miss and wife, on their ranch north- represented by correspondents
seal of said Court, this the 22nd
Song
Choir
Shontz hsa been employed as west of town. Mrs. French was in this week's issue of the News,
day of May, 1915.
one of the teachers in the Clovis formerly a teacher in the Clovis' Eight regular correspondents
Benediction
Bro. Lambert
W. C Zerwer,
Public Schools for the next school.
They now reside in have written for the News this
Everyone is eordially invited to attend these services.
(Seal)
County Clerk
tern.
Francis, Oklahoma.
week.
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